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Abstract
Mixed-species flocks, in two different habitats (coffee plantation and natural forest) in Wayanad District, were studied in order to compare the species
composition and organisation of flocks in both habitats. Flocks were surveyed along three 500 m trails at the study sites and species, species numbers,
number of individuals, and the foraging height and foraging substrate of species within the flocks were recorded. A total of 38 flocks were observed in
the coffee plantation and 25 flocks in the natural forest. The results suggested no significant differences in the abundance of mixed-species flocks, mean
species richness, or mean number of individuals per flock. However, there was a change in the foraging levels of certain species from mid-canopy/
upper canopy in coffee plantation to lower canopy/understorey levels in forest. The foraging height of the flock members differed significantly between
both habitats. The organisation of species within flocks differed in both habitats, although species composition remained almost similar. Finally, flocks
with White-bellied Treepie, Dark-fronted Babbler, Indian Scimitar Babbler, White-bellied Blue Flycatcher, Puff-throated Babbler and Malabar Trogon were
unique to the natural forest habitat. Some of the Western Ghats endemic species were found only in flocks found in forest habitat, which highlights the
vital importance of natural forests in supporting endemic species.

Study area

Multi-species associations are common in almost all animal
taxa; mixed-species bird flocks being the most widespread, and
the most commonly studied. Mixed-species flocks are roving
groups of two or more species found actively foraging in an
area at a particular time and moving in the same direction in
a co-ordinated manner (Sridhar et al. 2009). Flocking has
evolved as a mechanism to increase foraging efficiency and to
reduce predation risk (Grubb 1987; Jullien & Thiollay 1998;
Thiollay 1999). For instance, birds within a flock gain foraging
benefits through feeding on insects flushed by other members,
by copying foraging locations and foraging manoeuvres used
by other active foragers or by avoiding sites/areas that had
already been foraged upon by others (Zuluaga & Jaime 2013).
At the same time, flock members can also face simultaneous
costs. For example, the Greater Racket-tailed Drongo Dicrurus
paradiseus has been reported to kleptoparasitise other species
in flocks (King & Rappole 2001). However, these drongos also
play an important role as sentinels, by giving reliable alarm calls,
thus alerting other species about the movements of predators
(Kotagama & Goodale 2004; Goodale & Kotagama 2005b).
Although various ecological aspects of mixed-species flocks
have been studied throughout the world (Munn & Terborgh
1979; Berner & Grubb 1985; Peron & Crochet 2009; Sridhar &
Shanker 2014a,b), comparative studies on flocks across natural
and human-altered landscapes in the Western Ghats are few,
and coffee plantation, being a dominant human land-use in the
Western Ghats forests have also received scant interest (Sidhu
et al. 2011). This paper compares mixed-species bird flocks in a
coffee plantation with those in a natural forest.

The study was carried out in Wayanad District, north-eastern
Kerala. Two study areas were chosen in the South Wayanad
region. One was a tropical wet evergreen forest in Thalipuzha,
Lakkidi (11.52°N, 76.03°E; c. 700 m asl). The second, a coffee
plantation (11.54°N, 76.02 E, c. 700 m asl) within the campus
of the Kerala Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Pookode
[90, 91]. Both the study sites fall in the same rainfall zone,
Vythiri, and receive an average annual rainfall of 395 cm (Simon
& Mohankumar 2004). The climate is generally wet and cold
throughout the year with an annual average temperature of 23°C.
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91. Coffee plantation in Pookode

Materials & methods
This study was conducted from February to June 2015. The study
areas were sampled using three 500 m long trails. Data were
collected by walking along these trails and searching for flocks.
Observations were carried out for two hours each, in the morning
between 0630 and 1130 hrs, as well as the afternoon/evening
between 1400 and 1800 hrs. Each trail was surveyed ten times
(i.e., a total of 30 trail surveys each in both habitats). Thus, a total
of 60 hours of observations were logged on both the forest and
coffee plantation trails.
Following Stotz (1993), flocks were defined as roving
associations of two or more species staying together for at least five
minutes. A bird found within ten meters of another individual bird
was considered to be a member of a flock (Sridhar et al. 2014a).
When a flock was spotted, it was observed until all necessary data
(number of species, number of individuals per species, foraging
height, and foraging substrate) were recorded. Data collection
started only five minutes after a flock was sighted. Precaution
was taken to avoid double counting of flocks/individuals in a flock
in such a way that once the necessary data from a flock were
recorded, the next observation was taken only for those flocks
which were at least 100 m away from the previous one. Olympus
8x40 DPS-I binoculars were used to observe birds in the field.
Photographs were taken of species that could not be identified
in the field, using Canon Powershot SX510HS, and Canon 60D
with Canon 55–250 mm IS lens. Dominant tree species of the
area were noted and the canopy cover was measured every 100
m on each of the trails, using a spherical densiometer.
Independent sample t-tests1 were done to check for
significant differences in the mean species richness and mean
number of individuals per flock in both habitats. These tests were
done using SPSS (version 16.0) (Sidhu et al. 2011). Further, we
did a Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling Analysis (henceforth,
NMDS) using PAST, ver.2.16 (Hammer et. al. 2001) to look at
similarity between flocks in different habitats.

Table 1. Tree species found in natural forest and coffee plantation, in decreasing
order of abundance.
Natural forest
Coffee plantation
Cinnamomum malabatrum
Spathodea campanulata
Holigarna arnottiana
Cinnamomum malabathrum
Vateria indica
Elaeocarpus tuberculatus
Elaeocarpus tuberculatus
Erythrina indica
Syzygium cumini
Alstonia scholaris
Antidesma monatanum
Ficus sp.
Mesua ferrea
Syzygium caryophyllatum
Artocarpus heterophyllus
Careya arborea
Artocarpus hirsutus
Mangifera indica
Myristica beddomei
Artocarpus heterophyllus
Mangifera indica
Artocarpus hirsutus
Ailanthus triphysa
Holigarna arnottiana
Dipterocarpus indicus
Dalbergia latifolia
Erythrina indica
Lagerstroemia lanceolata
Polyalthia coffeoides
Albizia saman

canopy cover. The climate and rainfall in the two study areas are
similar. The mean canopy cover of the forest habitat (90.28%)
was greater than that of the coffee plantation (76.98%).
Apart from the tree species found in the forest habitat
(Table 1), palms like Arenga wightii, Caryota urens, Pinanga
dicksonii, etc., and Ochlandra sp., of bamboo were also found. A
small portion of the forest, which had been cleared for Eucalyptus
sp., plantations, was now characterised by an abundant secondary
growth of native species. Canopy trees are mostly Eucalyptus sp.,
and the lower canopy trees include Erythrina indica, Macaranga
peltata, Psidium guajava, Symplocos cochinchinensis, etc.
The plantation includes arecanut, plantains, and pepper,
along with coffee as the major crop. Trees such as rosewood,
Artocarpus sp., Erythrina indica, and other species have been
preserved in plantations to provide shade to the coffee plants.
Dominant tree species found in the coffee plantation are listed
in Table 1. Two of the three trails in the plantation had arecanut
plantations interspersed with coffee Coffee robusta.

Bird flocks in coffee plantation and forest
Overall, 498 individuals belonging to 74 bird species were
recorded during the study period from the two study sites. A total
of 38 flocks were encountered in the coffee plantation, and 25 in
forest, after 60 hours of observation in each habitat.

Species richness and abundance in flocks
The mean number of species and individuals in both habitats are
given in Table 2. On comparing the abundance and size of flocks
in both habitats, it was clear that there was not much difference
in the mean species richness or mean number of individuals
per flock. An independent sample t-test indicated that the mean
species richness of flocks did not differ significantly between
both the habitats (t61 = 0.37; p = 0.71). There was no significant
difference in the mean number of individuals per flock between
both habitats (t61= 0.76; p=0.45).

Results
The two habitats differed in terms of tree diversity and overall

1

A t-test is done to determine whether the mean of a population differs significantly from a
specific value or from the mean of another population and the t-test value measures the size
of the difference relative to the variation in the sample data.

Table 2. Mean values for number of species, individuals, and foraging height of
flocking species in natural forest and coffee plantation.
Mean±SD [Min-Max]
Category
Natural Forest
Coffee Plantation
Number of species
7.68±4.03 [4-20]
8.03±3.36 [3-16]
Number of individuals
17.52±10.21[6-47]
19.55±10.49 [5-46]
Foraging height
6.64±2.27
7.29±2.72
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Table 3. List of ten most frequently seen flocking birds in two different habitat types.
Coffee plantation

Forest habitat

Species (52)
Feeding guild
Scarlet Minivet P. f. flammeus
INS
White-cheeked Barbet Psilopogon viridis
FRU
Red-whiskered Bulbul Pycnonotus jocosus
FRU
Bronzed Drongo D. aeneus
INS
Yellow-browed Bulbul Acritillas indica
FRU
Velvet-fronted Nuthatch Sitta frontalis
INS
Indian Black-lored Tit Machlolophus xanthogenys
INS
Pale-billed Flowerpecker Dicaeum erythrorhynchos
FRU
Racket-tailed Drongo D. paradiseus
INS
Oriental White-eye Zosterops palpebrosus
NEC
FRU- Frugivore; INS-Insectivore; NEC- Nectarivore; OMN- Omnivore

Flocks (38)
24
23
22
19
18
15
15
12
12
11

Species composition & organisation in coffee
plantation

Species (44)
Scarlet Minivet P. f. flammeus
Yellow-browed Bulbul A. indica
Racket-tailed Drongo D. paradiseus
White-cheeked Barbet P. viridis
Bronzed Drongo D. aeneus
White-bellied Treepie Dendrocitta leucogastra
Velvet-fronted Nuthatch S. frontalis
Red-whiskered Bulbul P. jocosus
Flame-throated Bulbul P. melanicterus
Brown-cheeked Fulvetta Alcippe poioicephala

Feeding guild
INS
FRU
INS
FRU
INS
OMN
INS
FRU
FRU
INS

Flocks (25)
18
18
15
15
12
12
9
7
6
5

Flock size & composition

A total of 52 species were found to participate in mixed-species
flocks in the coffee plantation. The most frequently flocking
species, which were present in roughly half of the total flocks (38
flocks) of the area, are listed in Table 3.

Species composition & organisation in forest
Of the 44 flocking species found in forests, ten species were
listed as frequently flocking species, which were found in
almost half of the flocks encountered (see Table 3). Apart from
these, Red-whiskered Bulbul P. jocosus, Flame-throated Bulbul
P. melanicterus, Brown-cheeked Fulvetta A. poioicephala,
Indian Black-lored Tit M. xanthogenys, Nilgiri Flowerpecker D.
concolor, Pale-billed Flowerpecker D. erythrorhynchos, Greater
Golden-backed Woodpecker Chrysocolaptes lucidus, and
Speckled Piculet Picumnus innominatus were also found in
forest flocks. Dark-fronted Babbler Rhopocichla atriceps, Indian
Scimitar Babbler Pomatorhinus horsfieldii, Puff-throated Babbler
Pellorneum ruficeps, Malabar Trogon Harpactes fasciatus, Whitebellied Blue Flycatcher Cyornis pallidipes, White-bellied Treepie
D. leucogastra, and Orange-headed thrush Geokichla citrina
were recorded only in forest flocks.

Flock composition between habitats
Flock composition differed between coffee plantation and
natural forest, though the size and species richness did not show
significant differences. Bird communities in two different habitats
formed a unique cluster in an NMDS plot (Fig. 1).

The species composition of flocks in both habitats was more
or less similar (Table 3) except for species such as Indian
Scimitar Babbler, Dark-fronted Babbler, Puff-throated Babbler,
Malabar Trogon, and Orange-headed thrush, and Western Ghats
endemics such as White-bellied Treepie and White-bellied Blue
Flycatcher, which were missing in flocks in coffee plantation.
Seven species of the family Picidae (Woodpeckers and Piculets)
were observed at least once in the coffee plantation flocks.
Woodpeckers that were found to be quite active within the flocks
were Greater Golden-backed Woodpecker, Lesser Golden-backed
Woodpecker Dinopium benghalense, Speckled Piculet, Browncapped Pygmy Woodpecker Dendrocopos moluccensis, Rufous
Woodpecker Micropternus brachyurus, Heart-spotted Woodpecker
Hemicircus canente, and Lesser Yellow-naped Woodpecker
Picus chlorolophus. The woodpecker species were mostly seen
interacting with barbets, Greater Racket-tailed Drongos, Southern
Hill Mynas Gracula religiosa, and Scarlet Minivets (Orange Minivet)
Pericrocotus f. flammeus that were found within the same flocks. It
is also important to mention about winter visitors such as the Indian
Golden Oriole Oriolus kundoo and Verditer Flycatcher Eumyias
thalassinus, who were highly active within flocks during February–
March, but were not observed during the rest of the study period.
Some of the frugivores were also found to be active participants
in mixed-species flocks in the plantation area. The White-cheeked
Barbet was very common and was found in the majority of the
flocks, actively foraging and moving about within them. More than
five individuals of the Grey-fronted Green Pigeon were observed
within two different flocks in the coffee plantation, where they were
found foraging together with flowerpeckers, minivets, Common
Ioras Aegithina tiphia, Red-whiskered Bulbuls, Vernal Hanging
Parrots, White-cheeked Barbets, and Bronzed Drongos.

0.16

Foraging height

Coordinate 2

0.12
0.08

The mean foraging height of species in flocks in the coffee
plantation, and in natural forest was significantly different
(see Table 2).

0.04
0.00

CP

-0.04

F

-0.08

Frequently flocking species and their feeding guilds

-0.12
-0.16
-0.20
-0.30

-0.24

-0.18

-0.12

-0.06

0.00

0.06

0.12

0.18

0.24

Coordinate 1

Fig. 1. Non-metric Multidimensional Scaling ordination (NMDS) of bird flocks in two different
habitats. CP=coffee plantation; F=Forest.

Guild associations of the ten most frequently flocking species in
coffee and forest habitats are given below (Fig. 2). There were
two dominant groups, insectivores, and frugivores (De Graaf et
al. 1985; Sasikumar et al. 2011). There was only one each of a
nectarivore and omnivore in the group, the Oriental White-eye,
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Fig. 2. Feeding guilds of frequently flocking species of two habitats

and the White-bellied Treepie. The insectivore group, by itself, is
diverse, foraging at different strata such as foliage insectivores,
bark gleaners, and sallying insectivores (De Graaf et al. 1985).
The guild structure of frequently flocking species in forest and
coffee plantations is such that each has four different guilds.
But the understorey insectivores are missing in the coffee
plantation due to its structural difference; whereas in forest
flocks, this stratum is represented by Brown-cheeked Fulvetta
and, in addition, the presence of the omnivorous White-bellied
Treepie. Ali & Ripley (1986) described the latter as a “regular
member of itinerant commensal parties of assorted insectivorous
birds.” A true understorey layer, which is often characterised by
high insect- and other small animal-life, is lacking in the coffee
plantation, which might have kept away these species from
flocking in coffee.

Endemic birds in flocks
We recorded 11 endemic species during the study of which
eight were found in forest areas, and nine in coffee plantations
(Table 4). Two species of endemics found in forest areas are not
found in coffee plantation. One of them is the White-bellied Blue
Flycatcher, a mid-storey insectivore, and the other, the Whitebellied Treepie.

Discussion
Our study shows that diversity of mixed-species flocks varied
between shaded coffee plantation and natural forest. The results
showed that there were 38 observations of mixed-species flocks
Table 4. Endemic birds found in flocks of forest habitat and coffee plantation
Coffee
Endemics
Forest
plantation
Malabar Starling* Sturnia malabarica
X
Crimson-backed Sunbird Leptocoma minima
X
Flame-throated Bulbul P. melanicterus
x
X
Grey-fronted Green Pigeon Treron pompadora
X
Malabar Barbet P. malabaricus
x
X
Malabar Grey Hornbill Ocyceros griseus
x
X
Malabar Parakeet Psittacula columboides
x
X
Nilgiri Flowerpecker D. concolor
x
X
Rufous Babbler Argya subrufa
X
White-bellied Blue Flycatcher C. pallidipes
x
White-bellied Treepie D. leucogastra
x
* Though Praveen et al. (2018) do not treat this species as an endemic, it is
well-accepted that this taxon is endemic and distinctly identifiable from the
wintering nominate.

in the coffee plantation and 25 in forest, despite the same
sampling effort in both habitats. However, statistical analyses
showed that there was no significant difference in flock size
in both the habitats despite differences in canopy cover. We
recorded 58 species in the coffee plantation, of which 52 were
frequently seen flocking in this area. Whereas, of the 47 bird
species of the forest area under study, around 44 were observed
in flocks. Sidhu et al. (2011) had studied composition of bird
flocks in human-altered landscapes (tea, coffee, cardamom, and
teak plantations) and observed that mixed-species flocks were
absent in extremely altered habitats such as tea, when compared
to natural forests, cardamom, and coffee. Their results also
showed that coffee plantations supported a greater proportion of
rainforest species than teak plantations. This result was supported
by various studies (Thiollay 1995; Greenberg et al. 1997),
showing that a mix of cultivated and native shade trees support
more forest species.
An earlier study (Vishnudas 2008), in the same region as our
study, found that Crematogaster sp., ants in the shaded coffee
plantations are a critical food source for Rufous Woodpecker and
other birds. There have been studies comparing bird communities
between human-altered landscapes and natural forests (Ohno
& Ishida 1997; Round et al. 2006) that concluded that species
richness in flocks decreased in agro-forests or plantations. Unlike
those observations, our study showed that there were no significant
differences in mean species richness and number of individuals
per flock between the two habitats in this part of Wayanad.
The heights at which the flock members foraged differed
significantly in both habitats. However, identifying and quantifying
the factors that may have influenced foraging height selection
were beyond the scope of this study. Although overall species
composition was similar for both habitats, differences in the
structure and organisation of species within a flock were noted.
Species such as White-cheeked Barbet, Greater Golden-backed
Woodpecker, Greater Racket-tailed Drongo, Yellow-browed Bulbul,
and Indian Black-lored Tit, which used the mid-canopy to upper
canopy foraging levels in coffee plantations, were found mostly
in the lower canopy to understorey levels in the forest. However,
since the flock members were distributed uniformly from the
canopy level to the understorey level in the coffee plantation,
it could indicate that coffee plantation might support more
homogenous flocks when compared to forest where usually
well-separated canopy and understorey flocks occur. The foraging
levels of species mostly attribute to the prey/food abundance, but
this could also be influenced by the presence/activity of fellow
flock members. Studies have shown examples of birds adjusting/
shifting their foraging perches, or substrates, according to habitats
as well as their flock members (Robin & Davidar 2003). Another
study also mentioned birds adjusting their perches according
to the foraging heights of nuclear species of the flocks, thereby
increasing the niche overlap between them (Hsieh & Chen 2011).
Also, the vegetation structure between coffee plantation and
forest differs considerably. A mid-storey is usually absent in coffee,
and the understorey comprises a single species. These could be
possible reasons for the difference in foraging height seen in this
study as well. Species composition of flocks may be dependent on
the tree species and canopy cover of the area. However, detailed
observation of the tree species used by the flocking species could
not be made due to logistical constraints.
Most of the species found within flocks were major
insectivores that were occasional frugivores as well. This can be
taken as an indication that the habitat supports a healthy prey/
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insect abundance. Despite being dominantly frugivores, some
species like the White-cheeked Barbet and Grey-fronted Green
Pigeon were observed to be actively participating in mixedspecies flocks.
The majority of the forest flocks comprised species that were
found in the plantation as well, except White-bellied Treepie,
Indian Scimitar Babbler, Dark-fronted Babbler, Puff-throated
Babbler, Malabar Trogon, Orange-headed thrush, and Whitebellied Blue Flycatcher. We may have missed spotting some
forest bird species due to the low visibility in the thick vegetation
growth. Although many endemics were seen in both habitats,
some (White-bellied Treepie, White-bellied Blue Flycatcher) were
found only in flocks of forest habitat. This suggests that natural
forests need to be protected in order to conserve such habitat
sensitive endemics. Our study also shows that shaded coffee
plantations are an important habitat for mixed-species flocks,
and their proper management will enhance the biodiversity
conservation potential of the farmlands. However, the fact that
natural forests protect interactions between species of particular
conservation concern, e.g., endemics, is a powerful argument for
their protection.

Conclusion
On comparing species composition and organisation of flocks in
both habitats, it can be concluded that the flocks of the coffee
plantation and the forest habitat remained similar in terms of
species composition and flock size but differed in parameters
such as foraging height of species, species organisation within
flocks, and flock structure. Moreover, statistical analyses showed
that there were no significant differences in flock abundance,
mean species richness, and mean number of individuals per
flock across both habitats. The coffee plantation has maintained
many shade trees and this gave ample opportunities for birds
to forage. Further detailed studies are necessary to look into
the dynamics of mixed-species flocks, and to understand their
complex network of interspecific and intraspecific interactions.
However, our study shows that coffee plantations, with sufficient
tree coverage, provide excellent habitat for many birds and even
mixed-species flocks, and proper agro-ecological management
practices in coffee plantations will enhance their biodiversity
value.
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Introduction
The flycatcher genus Cyornis, a grouping of closely related ‘blue
flycatchers’, is represented in north-eastern India by six species
(Kazmierczak 2000; Grimmett et al. 2011; Rasmussen &
Anderton 2012; Praveen et al. 2018): Pale Blue- C. unicolour, Hill
Blue- C. banyumas, Large Blue- C. magnirostris, Blue-throatedC. rubeculoides, White-tailed- C. concretus, and Pale-chinned
Flycatchers C. poliogenys. Of these, the Hill Blue- and the Large
Blue Flycatchers are superficially similar, and their status and
distribution in the region remains poorly understood due to their
apparent rarity, and difficulty in detection and identification, in
addition to inconsistent taxonomy (Stresemann 1925; Robinson
& Kinnear 1928; Rasmussen & Anderton 2012; Wells 2007).

In this note we present some insights on the identification,
distribution, and status of these two puzzling taxa, from the result
of field observations in recent years.

Methods
We use a combination of authors’ field observations, reverification of selected private and public observations (trip
reports, social media, eBird), and a tallying of known specimens
to understand the current distribution and status of both the taxa.
The re-verification effort specifically questioned an observer on
the approximate location of the record, date, and whether the
species was confirmed by its vocalisation, or by plumage alone.
The record was considered for our study only if its identification
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was confirmed based on its vocalisation, in addition to getting
good visuals (except one record of a Hill Blue Flycatcher from
Nameri National Park, which had a detailed plumage description).
Consequently, several public records of both taxa were not
considered. Approximate altitudes of sightings were estimated
based on a description of their locations vis-à-vis known
landmarks or mile-markers and observer’s estimate of distance
and direction from those marks. Museum specimens were not
examined; we relied on the findings of Renner et al. (2009).
We tested the reliability of plumage parameters listed in field
guides (Kazmierczak 2000; Grimmett et al. 2011; Rasmussen &
Anderton 2012), attempting to positively differentiate both taxa in
the field, as well as in photographs. Photographs were obtained
from various sources, including our own, only for records that
were also verified by sound. The authors recorded all Large Blueand most Hill Blue Flycatcher sounds, used for this work, during
field visits (a few Hill Blue Flycatcher sounds are extralimital,
and their identification was re-verified). These were made using
portable directional sound recorders and then analysed using
‘Audacity’, an open source audio editor. Field visits in the eastern
Himalayas, during which these taxa were specifically investigated,
occurred in the previous eight years.

Results
The Hill Blue Flycatcher, hitherto considered a winter visitor,
was found to be a year-round resident in parts of the region.
It remains rare across its range throughout the year but its
presence is detected more frequently in April–May, than in
winter. On the other hand, we did not find any wintering records
of Large Blue Flycatcher. All Large Blue Flycatcher records were
found to be from summer breeding months only, consistent with
current knowledge (Renner et al. 2009; Grimmett et al. 2011;
Rasmussen & Anderton 2012). It was found to be rare across its
range, but can be locally common.
An assessment of recent geographical and seasonal records
between these two taxa indicates a pattern of occurrence that
suggests elevational parapatry along the same gradient, with a
very narrow elevational overlap along the humid southern and
western slopes of the eastern Himalayas in north-eastern India.
Both were found to occur in narrow elevational bands in tropical
and sub-tropical habitat. During summer, the Hill Blue Flycatcher
is likely to be found approximately between 400 m asl and
750 m asl, and the Large Blue Flycatcher is likely to be found
approximately between 900 m asl and 1700 m asl (one record
at 1900 m asl). The Hill Blue Flycatcher occupies the same
elevation range throughout the year, but there are a few winter
records from the lowland plains, which is suggestive of a seasonal
movement to lower elevations. We were unable to record the
Large Blue Flycatcher in winter despite intensive searches.
Both taxa were mostly observed in bamboo understories
in evergreen and semi-evergreen tropical hill forest, and hence
could be partial to that niche. However, both species were also
seen in dense roadside shrubby vegetation, sometimes with no
bamboo in the vicinity. We found no obvious difference in the
microhabitat preferences of either species, but this aspect of their
ecology was not studied in detail.
We describe the hitherto little known song of the Large Blue
Flycatcher and present how it could be used to disambiguate
field identification from Hill Blue Flycatcher. We suggest that
unless a bird is in hand and measured, the field identification of
the two species should be based only on sound, as the subtle

Table 1. Observed colour of tarsii and feet from confirmed photos of adult males
Colour of tarsii & feet
Hill Blue Flycatcher (10)
Large Blue Flycatcher (13)
Pale
2
7
Pink
6
6
Darkish
2
0

differences of visible morphology are prohibitively difficult to
confirm through optics, or even in high quality photos. Elevation
should be considered a suggestive factor in specific identification,
rather than confirmatory.

Field identification & song
Morphological analysis (Renner et al. 2009) has shown that the
Hill Blue Flycatcher of the sub-species C. b. whitei, which is the
form found in north-eastern India, is significantly different from
the Large Blue Flycatcher. But superficially they look similar to
each other and, the authors conclude that they cannot always be
reliably identified by discerning plumage and structure through
optics or photographs.
Of the characteristics that are visible, through field optics, a
Large Blue Flycatcher has a longer and wider bill, by an average
of 20% on both factors, and longer primary projection, longer by
average 38% (Renner et al. 2009). It also has longer primaries
and a shorter tail, but these are not apparent in the field and
might be useful pointers when the bird is in hand. We found
that the differences in bill width and length are very difficult, if
not impossible, to discern through optics in field conditions, and
also in photos. The difference in primary projection is discernible
in the field, or from photos, only at suitable angles. However, to
be able to perceive this characteristic reliably requires skill and
experience, which are both relative factors. Primary projection
ratios based on tertials can be measured in high quality photos
if the angle is suitable. We did not find the colour of the vent, or
legs, which are presumably pale in the Large Blue, and darker
or purplish or pinkish in the Hill Blue (del Hoyo et al. 2018;
Clement 2018b; Rasmussen & Anderton 2012), to be reliable
differentiating characteristics in the field as they were difficult to
observe accurately, even through high quality optics. Leg colour
is often used as a differentiating characteristic, but even this was
not always clearly visible in the field, and an attempt to analyse
this aspect, upon confirmed photos under acceptable lighting,
was inconclusive (Table 1). Trying to differentiate the size of the
hook at the bill-tip, relative to bill proportions, through optics or
photos, is also unreliable, as we didn’t find the difference to be
visibly obvious.
One key difference, between the species, is that unlike the
male Hill Blue Flycatcher’s rufous grading from chin to belly, the
Large Blue Flycatcher has a paler throat than breast (Grimmett
et al. 2011; Rasmussen & Anderton 2012). This characteristic is
sometimes noticeable in the field, even though the difference
is quite subtle and not easily observable, as it appears to be
dependent on the posture of the head and lighting conditions
at the time of observation. But photos taken with consistent light
all over the underparts may show the contrast well if it is present
on that individual [92]. Under suitable conditions, this feature is
visible through high quality optics too.
The Blue-throated Flycatcher C. rubeculoides (100–2000 m
asl), which overlaps in geographic range both, the Large Blue
and the Hill Blue Flycatchers in north-eastern India, can pose
some challenges in identification, i.e., differentiating it from the
latter two. Its males are quite distinct from males of Hill Blue-
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Left: Chandan Chakravorty. Center: Jainy Maria. Right: Ranjan Kumar Das

92. Exemplary throat patterns. Left: Hill Blue C. banyumas whitei: rufous grading to breast. Center: Large Blue C. magnirostris: pale rufous contrasting with breast.
Right: Blue-throated C. rubeculoides: blue with pale rufous notch.

and Large Blue Flycatchers, if the throat is blue. However, there
exists a form in north-eastern India, which has a throat that can
have an orange or rufous notch. It is not certain which form is
more common. It is also not certain which sub-species this form
belongs to in the polytypic C. rubeculoides complex (Zhang et
al. 2015), although the race south of the Brahmaputra may be
C. r. dialilaemus (Rasmussen & Anderton 2012). This notch
can be quite wide and high in some individuals, almost up to
the chin. So these individuals could be confused with a Hill
Blue Flycatcher or a Large Blue Flycatcher if not observed with
caution. In such cases, the colour of the chin and the colour

grading of the underparts should be carefully noted. Both, Hill
Blue Flycatcher and Large Blue Flycatcher have a gentle colour
grading to belly and flanks (often to lower belly and lower flank).
Both male and female Blue-throated Flycatchers show a sharp
transition from orange to white at the breast. Furthermore,
field observations over many years, and an extensive survey
of photos taken in the north-eastern region have not revealed
any confirmed male Blue-throated Flycatchers in north-eastern
India with no blue in the chin at all. Blue-throated Flycatcher
songs are quite different too, which is discussed at the end of
this section.

Table 2. Structural characteristics of Hill Blue- and Large Blue Flycatcher songs recorded in north-eastern India
Species

Samples

Pitch

Phrase

Rate

Phrase length

Pause

Large Blue Flycatcher C. magnirostris

10

3–5 kHz

1.0–2.5 sec

2–4 notes/sec

3–9 notes/phrase

2–5 sec

Hill Blue Flycatcher C. banyumas whitei

15

3–8 kHz

0.8–1.3 sec

5–10 notes/sec

5–12 notes/phrase

2–5 sec

Fig. 1. Spectrograms of the Hill Blue Flycatcher’s Cyornis banyumas whitei song phrases recorded in north-eastern India.
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phrases in its song that descend overall,
there are more phrases that tend to start
and end relatively flat, with clearly audible
intra-phrase inflections. In general, typical
songs may sound plaintive. Often there
is a distinctive, sharply inflected and high
pitched ‘tsi’ note at the beginning, and
a high pitched ‘sit’ note at the end of a
phrase. These notes may show harmonic
components at twice their fundamental
frequency or more. This characteristic is
rare in a Hill Blue Flycatcher and, never
as well defined, or common, as in a Large
Blue Flycatcher over the course of a song.
We found that the calls of both
species, consisting of ‘chek’ and ‘trrt’
notes, are rather basic and cannot be
differentiated. These calls do not lend to
any discernible pattern even when the
vocalisation includes interspersed song
and call elements. Since both species
tend to skulk in dark understories with
non-uniform lighting, we suggest that their
songs are the only definitive differentiating
field characteristic during their breeding
seasons, when they occupy neighbouring
geographic niches (see the section below
on distribution). We heard females of
Fig. 2. Spectrograms of the Large Blue Flycatcher Cyornis magnirostris song phrases recorded in north-eastern India.
both species vocalise song-like elements,
but could not obtain any samples.
A word of caution is apt here: during playback experiments,
An analysis of the recorded songs of both species, in northjust getting a response is insufficient evidence of identity as it
eastern India, have revealed that their songs differ significantly,
has been observed that both species, and even Blue-throatedand most of the phrases, or a combination of phrases over
and Pale-chinned Flycatcher, may respond to each other’s songs.
the course of a full song, can be told apart. The structural
However, they do respond differently from each other, so, in
characteristics of their songs in the region are shown in Table
2. Large Blue Flycatcher songs from outside north-eastern
addition to obtaining visuals, the sound responses should be
India were not considered because, even though it is currently
carefully examined in the field, or recorded, and analysed later by
considered monotypic (del Hoyo et al. 2018), it is still not well
plotting a spectrogram. Males of the Pale-chinned Flycatcher are
understood across its range. For the Hill Blue Flycatcher, we also
distinctive, but if the bird is unseen then it should be remembered
used seven recordings from outside north-eastern India, but from
that its songs are usually faster than those of a Hill Blue Flycatcher.
within the known range of C. b. whitei.
And, since, even Pale-chinned can deliver phrases, or parts of a
Both species have variable musical songs with short warbling
phrase, at a relatively slower rate, individual Pale-chinned phrases
phrases (Figs. 1, 2). Most songs of the Hill Blue Flycatcherhave
can sometimes sound like a Hill Blue Flycatcher phrase, so
an overall descending tone, although within a phrase, ascended
attention should be paid to longer sequences of phrases rather
and descended notes do exist. And, while inter-note inflections
than single phrases. Similarly, even Blue-throated Flycatcher songs
are also heard in Large Blue Flycatcher songs, the overall songs
can have phrases that can sound similar to Hill Blue Flycatcher
do not follow a descending pattern. Songs of both species may
phrases, but overall songs are easier to differentiate because they
be interspersed by harsher syllables, but this appears to be
may show a distinctive slurring quality across notes and trilling
more common in the Hill Blue Flycatcher. The key differences
elements are usually present within phrases. Overall, its song
between the two species’ songs is the overall speed of delivery,
would be a sequence of highly variable phrases, making it sound
the duration of a phrase, and the number of notes delivered per
like a rich melody. Another pitfall is mimicry, which the Bluephrase, which is quite apparent when heard in the field: faster,
throated Flycatcher is known for (Clement 2018a). But based
shorter, and more notes per phrase in a Hill Blue Flycatcher’s song,
on our field observations we suspect that even the Large Blue
vis-à-vis slower, longer, and fewer notes per phrase in a Large
Flycatcher might be able to mimic, although that is inconclusive,
Blue Flycatcher’s. A Hill Blue Flycatcher’s songs also sound higher
and requires further study. If true, it should be studied whether
pitched overall, possibly because they usually start off at about
their mimicry can be differentiated by pitch, and characteristics,
7–8 kHz. Individual phrases average more complex than those of
over the course of a song.
the Large Blue Flycatcher’s. Furthermore, in Hill Blue Flycatcher’s
songs, complex phrases are more common than simple phrases
Distribution & status
over the course of a full song. On the other hand, the Large
Table 3 lists the historical specimens from India considered by
Blue Flycatcher’s songs mostly consisted of simple phrases
Renner et al. (2009), for their study on distribution. The elevation
interspersed by relatively few complex phrases. While there are
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Table 3. Historical records from collected specimens, after Renner et al. (2009)
Species
Specimen ID
Coordinates
C. magnirostris
Not available
27.92ºN, 93.92ºE
C. magnirostris
AMNH 605420
25.20ºN, 93.28ºE
C. magnirostris
AMNH 605421
25.12ºN, 93.28ºE
C. magnirostris
Not available
25.10ºN, 93.10ºE
C. magnirostris
Not available
Not available
C. banyumas
UMMZ 190040
23.00ºN, 93.00ºE
C. banyumas
YPM 043138
27.28ºN, 95.68ºE
C. banyumas
AMNH 450724, 450725
27.83ºN, 95.67ºE

Alt in m asl
Not available
980
1320
680
Not available
Not available
200
Not available

Locality
Miri Hills
Laishung, North Cachar
Hungrum, North Cachar
Asalu, North Cachar
Not available
Lushai Hills
Margherita
Sadiya

State
Arunachal Pradesh
Assam
Assam
Assam
Sikkim
Mizoram
Assam
Assam

Month
Not available
April
May
Not available
April–September
February
December
January

Table 4. Records of authors’ observations, and re-verified records, including Large Blue Flycatcher–15 (Singh 1995); Hill Blue Flycatcher–one (Barua & Sharma 1999);
Hill Blue Flycatcher–six (Praveen & Dalvi 2007)
C. banyumas whitei
C. magnirostris
Date
Alt
Area
Date
Alt
Area
Date
Alt
Area
1
16 January
100
Nameri NP
17
22 May
650
Mishmi Hills
1
04 April
1100
Lohit Valley
2
25 February
550
Mishmi Hills
18
15 June
700
Lohit Valley
2
18 April
1200
Khellong
3
27 March
550
Mishmi Hills
19
25 June
680
Mishmi Hills
3
27 April
1250
Khellong
4
05 March
450
Namdapha
20 28 June
600
Mishmi Hills
4
28 April
1200
Khellong
5
27 March
700
Mishmi Hills
21
22 July
760
Mishmi Hills
5
29 April
943
Mishmi Hills
6
31 March
400
Manmao
22 22 October
450
Manmao
6
30 April
1200
Khellong
7
03 April
650
Mishmi Hills
23 13 November
680
Mishmi Hills
7
01 May
1200
Khellong
8
06 April
680
Mishmi Hills
24 15 November
600
Mishmi Hills
8
02 May
950
Lohit Valley
9
10 April
450
Namdapha
25 17 November
680
Mishmi Hills
9
02 May
1000
Khellong
10
14 April
600
Mishmi Hills
26 07 December
600
Mishmi Hills
10
12 May
1250
Khellong
11
21 April
650
Lohit Valley
27 10 December
500
Dampa
11
14 May
1280
Khellong
12
01 May
700
Mishmi Hills
12
20 May
1700
Bompu
13
02 May
600
Mishmi Hills
13
21 May
720
Mishmi Hills
14
03 May
600
Mishmi Hills
14
30 May
940
Mishmi Hills
15
18 May
600
Mishmi Hills
15
16 June
1900
Talle Valley
16
21 May
620
Mishmi Hills
16
20 July
950
Lohit Valley

is not shown in certain rows because they are likely to be
inaccurate, as the corresponding locality is actually an extensive
region. And, although “Sadiya” is a town in the Upper Assam
plains, insofar as specimens are concerned, that name has often
been used in the past to represent a much larger area, including
the surrounding hills; hence its elevation is not noted. All three
historical Hill Blue Flycatcher records shown in Table 3 are from
the winter; and all the five historical Large Blue Flycatcher records
are from summer, when it breeds. Note that the Sikkim row
represents multiple specimens. Table 4 lists all our confirmed
observations as well as confirmations from the re-verification
effort of recent records. Both tables are used to understand the
seasonal, spatial, and altitudinal distribution of both taxa.
Voice confirmed records during the breeding months from
April to July indicate that Hill Blue Flycatcher is a year round
resident in parts of North East India. Although no nests or eggs
of Hill Blue Flycatcher were seen, the authors have observed
individuals carrying worms and insects and even behavior
consistent with nest material collection during May and later part
of April and increased vocalisations across the month of April.
Lack of records in August and September is most likely due to
lack of birdwatching activity at that time. We found no records
of Large Blue Flycatcher in the winter months and localities with
suitable habitat, which were missing Large Blue Flycatchers in
March, were found to contain individuals holding territories from
mid-April, which implies that birds arrive from elsewhere at that
time. Lack of Large Blue Flycatcher records from August onwards
possibly indicates that the birds might have started migrating to
their wintering grounds.
The map (Fig. 4) shows a geographical plot for all confirmed
records considered in this paper (including approximate areas
of historical specimens). There is only one winter record, and

Fig. 3. The data points from Table 4 are shown here in a scatter plot. The blue
triangles represent C. banyumas whitei and the red rhombi represent
C. magnirostris. The plot suggests elevational parapatry, with a narrow overlap
zone between 700 m asl and 800 m asl, where incidence is scarce relative to total
sightings.X-axis: date range in a calendar year; Y-axis: Elevation in meters above sea
level.

no breeding records of the Hill Blue Flycatcher from north of
the Brahmaputra River. We presume it breeds only in the hills
south of the Brahmaputra, but it may disperse in the winter
across the Assam plains. The Hill Blue Flycatcher has been
listed from Nagaland (Choudhury 2001), and Manipur (Hume
1888; Choudhury 2009), but they were not plotted in the
map because the exact locations are not known. No recent
records could be verified, and the taxonomy used is often
ambiguous, thus preventing correct specific identification of.
The Large Blue Flycatcher has been recorded across the arch of
the eastern Himalayas, but there are no confirmed records yet
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potential influx of migratory sub-populations for breeding. There
are large areas of suitable habitat where it has not been detected,
so even this species is likely to be highly localized, and it seems
to occur in very low densities across its range.
An interesting observation is that several Large Blue
Flycatchers may hold adjacent territories in a small neighborhood,
while remaining absent beyond that immediate neighborhood
even though suitable habitat might be present. In Lohit Valley,
five individuals were seen to be holding nearby territories in the
same bamboo thicket and up to seven individuals have been
seen holding territories in a single bamboo neighborhood just
above Khellong. And even though there was suitable habitat
beyond the aforementioned neighborhoods, no individuals were
found there. These individuals responded to vocalisations from
nearby territories and we observed male neighbors countersinging unmatched songs for several minutes spanning at least
twenty strophes of varying lengths. Hill Blue Flycatchers, on the
other hand, were not found to be holding adjacent or close by
territories.

Open issues
Fig. 4. Localities for confirmed records. Orange: Large Blue Flycatcher; Blue: Hill Blue
Flycatcher.

from Meghalaya, Tripura, Nagaland, or Manipur. All eight northeastern states and montane areas in northern West Bengal, and
additionally, Bhutan, have suitable habitat for both species.
All Large Blue Flycatcher records were from five localities:
two localities (~1200 m asl; ~1700 m asl) between Bompu
and Khellong in Eaglenest Wildlife Sanctuary (henceforth, WLS),
one locality near Pange in Talle Valley (1900 m asl), the area
between KM15 and KM19 (~900–1000 m asl) in the Mishmi
Hills, and one locality (~950 m asl) between Udayak Pass and
Khupa in Lohit Valley. The Eaglenest, and Lohit Valley localities
are predominantly bamboo, with most sightings of the birds from
within thickets of medium to large bamboo. The Pange area has
vegetation that is mixed upper sub-tropical forest. In the Mishmi
Hills area, the localities often do not have any bamboo at all, but
do have a preponderance of shrubs comprising the understory of
large trees. This means that although this species might be partial
to bamboo, it is capable of breeding in non-bamboo areas as
well. There appear to be substantial areas between 900 m and
1900 m altitudes that are accessible to birders, where the species
has not been found, even where suitable bamboo habitat exists.
Hence, we believe that this is a highly localised species, but it can
also be common in areas where it is found.
Similarly, the Hill Blue Flycatcher has also been seen in both,
bamboo, and non-bamboo areas. The locality where it is most
frequently seen is a bamboo-dominated area around KM12 (650
m asl) in the Mishmi Hills (a large part of this area has now been
destroyed due to the construction of a road). The species has
been seen here in winter, as well as during its breeding season
in summer. We found no records of Hill Blue Flycatchers in the
lowland plains during summer. Although it is probable that it
has never been detected so low in summer only because of
its overall rarity. Overall this species appears to be scarcer, and
more difficult to find than the Large Blue Flycatcher. It is especially
difficult to locate in winter when it does not vocalise much. It
is, generally, detected more frequently in April and May, than in
winter, which could be attributed to increased vocal activity or a

As to their vocalisations, the songs of both species are variable, so
the sizes of their repertoires, and the various song types, would
be worth knowing. Song-like vocalisations of females should be
recorded and analysed. The suspected mimicking ability of the
Large Blue Flycatcher needs investigation.
As for their ecology, since there is a very narrow region of
overlap in their altitudinal distributions, how do these species
interact in this zone, vis-à-vis their songs and calls? And, since
the Large Blue Flycatcher replaces the Hill Blue Flycatcher above
the overlap zone, what are the ecological pressures, such as
microhabitat and prey base that maintain that equilibrium?
As for their distribution and status, it would be worthwhile
to look for them in the Garo Hills, the Khasi-Jaintia Hills, and
the Karbi Anglong Hills, from where there are no confirmed
records, but where they may occur. Summer records of Hill Blue
Flycatcher were only found south of the Brahmaputra River. So,
the possibility of summer occurrence north of the Brahmaputra
River (West Kameng–East Siang Districts) needs confirmation as
well. Its elevation range (400–750 m asl) is not easily accessible
in that region, and hence not visited often. Furthermore, where
do the migratory Large Blue Flycatchers come from? It would
also be interesting to know if any Large Blue Flycatchers remain
through the winter in any part of north-eastern India at all. And
now that a few possible breeding localities in north-eastern India
are known for both species, further study may reveal details
about their breeding ecologies, for instance, descriptions of nests,
courtship behaviour, egg laying period, clutch size, and nesting
success rate. Sangster et al. (2010), and Zhang et al. (2015)
have studied the phylogenies of some Cyornis flycatchers, but
neither studied the relationship between C. magnirostris and
C. banyumas, particularly with C. b. whitei, so that remains an
important subject for future study.

Conservation status
The Hill Blue Flycatcher, and the Large Blue Flycatcher are both
currently listed under the ‘Least Concern’ category by The IUCN
Red List of Threatened Species (BirdLife International 2018a,
b). In north-eastern India, both species occupy well-forested
regions upwards from the low foothills. The lowland plains have
lost most of their forest cover so even if the Hill Blue Flycatcher
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did inhabit this zone in the past (when large swathes of forest
existed), it is now expected to be very rare or absent here. So
it is now mostly restricted to the low foothills, and remnant
forest in immediately adjacent plains. Most sub-tropical hill
forests in the range of both taxa remain unprotected and are
subject to various threats, such as an increasing government
assisted horticulture (mostly cardamom and citrus), wood and
bamboo harvesting for both household use and commerce, and
clearings for new settlements and slash-and-burn agriculture
(locally known as jhum). Some areas appear to be especially
threatened—North Cachar (Dima Hasao), and the Lohit and
Lower Dibang Valley Districts where we have witnessed largescale deforestation caused by commercial and subsistence
agriculture, and road building. But there are some excellent
protected areas that cover substantial tracts for their potential
occurrence: Eaglenest Wildlife Sanctuary (henceforth, WLS),
Pakke WLS, Nameri National Park (henceforth, NP), Mehao
WLS, Kamlang WLS, Namdapha NP, Barail WLS, and Dampa
WLS. However, there are very few records based on confirmed
vocalisations, of either taxon from these protected areas, which
is indicative of their scarcity and localised occurrence. And since
the habitat outside protected areas is under severe humaninduced pressure, long-term survival of both taxa could become
conservation dependent.
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urtuk is one of the four Balti villages in Jammu & Kashmir,
India, within the Line of Control (LoC). This village was
administered by Pakistan until the 1971 war, after which
it is in India’s jurisdiction. Strategically important, the village was
opened for tourism only after 2009 as Pakistan-occupied Kashmir,
comprising Gilgit-Baltistan, extends further north from this village,
and Turtuk is one of the gateways to the Siachen Glacier.
During our three-month expedition to Ladakh in 2018, we
had a six-day recess between the departure and arrival of different
touring groups. We planned to visit Nubra Valley to check out
the White-browed Tit-Warbler Leptopoecile sophiae, but added
Turtuk to our itinerary at the last minute. Having seen the titwarbler at Hundar, Nubra Valley on 05 July 2018, we continued
by jeep towards Turtuk.
Around 0730 hrs, c. 35 km from Turtuk, we slowed down
near a barren valley (34.76°N, 71.11°E), as it appeared to be
a good habitat for cold desert birds; the Shyok River flowed in
it. As we turned, a flock of 20–25 small birds flew across our
vehicle, from left to right. Initially we thought they were Common
Rosefinches Carpodacus erythrinus. KS, however, who was
at the right angle, said they looked different. RS took several
photographs of different birds sitting on the rocks [93-97]. A few
immature birds / juveniles were part of the flock; with red on their
faces, not prominent, but we did not get any pictures of them.
The flock took off soon, flying very low over the ground, and we
could not follow them. They uttered a ‘tieu’, a call not unlike that
of a Common Rosefinch, but softer. We could not record it in our
mobile phones, as the birds were at a distance. Subsequently,
large groups of tourists on bikes came down the road, and the
birds were constantly disturbed; we stopped looking for the birds
after two hours.
Though we realised that we had spotted something ‘new’,
there was no way to confirm this due to bad network connectivity.
When we reached Leh after five days, KS checked the images
on the Internet and found the Sinai Rosefinch C. synoicus to
be the nearest match for our birds. Photographs of the male,
and later the female, were circulated on many Facebook groups;
opinions converged on the Pale Rosefinch C. stoliczkae, which
was traditionally treated as a subspecies of the Sinai Rosefinch.
We were also aware that the male Pale Rosefinch has a similar
facial colour pattern to that of the males of the more plausible
Red-fronted Rosefinch C. puniceus, and therefore we reached
out to Peter Clement, who confirmed the identification as Pale
Rosefinch.

None of the regionally occurring rosefinches are as pale and
unmarked, in any plumage, as the bird we photographed. In our
photographs, the pinkish-red face—forehead, ear-coverts, chin,
and upper throat—neatly, and distinctly separated from the greybrown crown and nape, together with the whitish underparts,
a fairly small conical bill, and relatively long and notched tail
are sufficiently diagnostic of a male Pale Rosefinch. This male
showed quite a bit of wear to the wings and tips of the tail, all of
which is compatible with a bird in mid-summer; but it retains the
deep pinkish-red face. The paler feathers of the upper forehead
and sides of the crown are presumably the result of the paler
or silvery-white tips of fresh plumage, now also abraded. The
female was drabber, un-streaked, with dingy white underparts,
and a plain brown face, unlike females of any other rosefinch
species. Both sexes had black legs and darkish horn-coloured bill.
The Red-fronted Rosefinch is a much larger and more heavily
built bird, with a paler, and larger, bill base. Other differences of
the male Pale Rosefinch from the Red-fronted include the face
pattern; it does not have a dark or brown area around or through
the eye and upper ear-coverts, no streaking on the crown,
mantle, back, or wings, and no streaks on the underparts. The
female Red-fronted is distinctly streaked and quite unlike a Pale
Rosefinch.
The Pale Rosefinch was, until recently, considered conspecific
with the Sinai Rosefinch of the Sinai region. It is now redesignated as a full species comprising three subspecies—none
of which can be totally eliminated based upon their range (del
Hoyo & Collar 2018). The only race reported from South Asia
is C. s. salimalii, which had been collected in north-central
and central Afghanistan (Meinertzhagen 1938; Rasmussen &
Anderton 2012). C. s. stoliczkae (Hume 1874) occurs in western
China till about south-western Xinjiang, while C. s. beicki occurs in
central China upto eastern Qinghai (this last being geographically
furthest). Our photographs of the male show a distinctly grey
crown and upperparts, a feature considered diagnostic of
salimalii, while the other two Chinese races are sandier on the
crown, upperparts, and wing coverts. Clement commented that
there is limited material available for comparison; he has pictures
of beicki, and others may be uploaded on the Internet (www.
orientalbirdimages.org), but there are no authoritative pictures
of other races on the Internet (Peter Clement, in litt., e-mail
dated 08 September 2018). Meinertzhagen (1938), comparing
salimalii with stoliczkae said, “…the male and female of this form
[=salimalii] are not nearly so sandy above, and the rose below
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96. The male and female Pale Rosefinch showing dimorphic plumage.

94. Another view of the male Pale Rosefinch photographed in Turtuk.

97. A drab, un-streaked female of the Pale Rosefinch.

95. A male and a female Pale Rosefinch photographed in Turtuk, Jammu & Kashmir, India.

in the male is more extended and deeper in tint.” Vaurie (1949)
did not have specimens of stoliczkae with him but described
salimalii as having the rose tint extending as far as the vent. In
our pictures of the male, it is clearly greyer, and not sandy brown,
but the rose colour is not extending till lower abdomen or vent.
There are specimens of stoliczkae from Chiklik (Hume 1874),
and Khalastan (Sharpe 1888) in Xinjiang, China, collected just
300 km northwards of Turtuk. The current known distribution of
salimalii is much further north-westwards (> 1000 km) in central
Afghanistan, from the Bamiyan Valley (Meinertzhagen 1938),
Khami Deh, and Sufak. Later sites are from the collections of
Koelz (Vaurie 1949).
Praveen et al. (2018a) do not list the Pale Rosefinch for India,
nor do Praveen et al. (2018b) do so for the Indian Subcontinent.
Hence, this record is an addition to these checklists. Further, the
nominate race, C. s. stoliczkae, would also be new for South
Asia (Rasmussen & Anderton 2012) if these birds are confirmed
as such. However, there is a lack of modern description of the
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93. A male Pale Rosefinch photographed for the first time within Indian territory, in Turtuk,
Jammu & Kashmir.

Darshana : Spoon-billed Sandpiper

nominate form to compare it properly with beicki or salimalii, and
until our pictures are compared with museum specimens, and
analysed, Clement’s advice was to recognise them at the specific
level (Peter Clement, in litt., e-mail dated 11 September 2018).
Turtuk is one of the few sites within the limits of public access,
lying at the edge of Gilgit-Baltistan. in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir.
What surprises lie beyond its borders in the unexplored terrains
of these northern areas is anybody’s guess.
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feathers, white underparts, crown with brown streaks, brownish
breast sides, and a grey-brown patch behind the eye. The darkcentered feathers indicate a first winter bird, which, probably,
explain why it was over-summering in Sri Lanka.
Deepal Warakagoda, Chairman of Rarities and Records
Committee of CBC, visited the site at 1000 hrs on 07 June
2018, with two other members, and saw the bird from the same
mudflat.

98. Spoon-billed Sandpiper at Vankalai Sanctuary in Mannar, Sri Lanka.

Both: T.W.R. Darshana

he Spoon-billed Sandpiper Calidris pygmaea is a wader
that is listed as Critically Endangered under the IUCN Red
List of Threatened Species (BirdLife International 2017);
it has a total world population of just 240–456 birds (BirdLife
International 2018). It breeds in the Chukotsky Peninsula, and in
the southern and northern regions of the Kamchatka Peninsula—
and mainly winters in Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Thailand. It
has also been recorded from India, Vietnam, southern China,
Singapore, and the Philippines (Van Gils et al. 2018). In South
Asia, its main wintering ground is the Bangladesh Sundarbans
(Bird et al. 2010; Chowdhury 2015), while it has been recently
reported from the Sundarbans in West Bengal, India (Chakraborty
et al. In press).
Here I report a photographic record of the species from Vankalai
Sanctuary in Mannar, Sri Lanka, a Ramsar site [98]. I saw the bird
on a mudflat (8.90°N, 79.93°E) that was 25 m off the B403 road,
just outside Vankali town (c. 600 m) towards Mannar. On 06 June
2018, I was scanning the few remaining water bodies around
the area, during the dry summer (the region receives rain from
the North-East Monsoon, in winter), for waders and pratincoles.
At 1700 hrs, while scanning a 250–300-strong wader flock, I
spotted a Spoon-billed Sandpiper. It was amongst the mixed flock
of Kentish Plovers Charadrius alexandrinus, Lesser Sand Plovers C.
mongolus, and a few Curlew Sandpipers C. ferruginea and Little
Stints C. minuta. I was able to observe its spatulate bill as it was
feeding alongside a Little Stint and seemed more active than other
birds [99]. It had brownish upperparts with some dark-centered

99. Spoon-billed Sandpiper feeding alongside a Little Stint.
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This is only the third confirmed record of a Spoon-billed
Sandpiper from Sri Lanka: the previous ones being from Bundala
in March 1978 (CBCN 1978a), and Bentota in November 1978
(CBCN 1978b). The CBC Rarities and Records Committee rejected
a December 1979 report from Bundala (CBCN 1979; Collar et al.
2001) during its evaluations in 1985 (Deepal Warakagoda, in litt.,
01 July 2018). This is also, probably, the first report of an oversummering Spoon-billed Sandpiper from South Asia.
My special thanks to Deepal Warakagoda and Udaya
Sirivardana for identifying the importance of this sighting and
coordinating with Oriental Bird Club and Spoon-billed Sandpiper
Task Force; and to Moditha Hiranya Kodikaraarachchi, Hemantha
Seneviratne, and Sudheera Bandara for helping me document
the sighting and reviewing this article.
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A colour-aberrant Indian Paradise Flycatcher
Terpsiphone paradisi from Ahmednagar, Maharashtra
On the evening of 23 November 2017, Hitesh Oberoi
photographed an Indian Paradise Flycatcher Terpsiphone paradisi
that was in unique plumage. It was in the canopy of a tree in
Dongargan Valley (19.25°N, 74.76°E) near Ahmednagar city. The
adult white morph male had a white crest [100], an aberration,
as the species normally has a black crest. In addition, the bird
had white spots around its eye, and on its throat. This seems to
be a case of partial leucism, or progressive greying (van Grouw
et al. 2016). On subsequent trips to the location, Onkar Ingale,
Onkar Bedre, and Yuvraj Navle saw the bird five more times. While
the length of the crest varies by region (Rasmussen & Anderton
2012), a comprehensive study of colour aberration in Indian
birds did not include Indian Paradise Flycatcher. Other than the
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100. A male Indian Paradise Flycatcher with a white crest, showing partial leucism.

plumage, we did not observe any other physical or behavioral
abnormality in that individual.
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Introduction
Six species of pittas (Pittidae) inhabit India (Praveen et al. 2016).
The Indian Pitta Pitta brachyura is endemic to the South Asian
mainland and Sri Lanka (Jathar & Rahmani 2007), and has a
widespread distribution in peninsular India, and in Gujarat
(Grimmett et al. 2011; Rasmussen & Anderton 2012; Ganpule
2016; eBird 2018). It is also a monsoon visitor to Gujarat
(Parasharya et al. 2004; Ganpule 2016).
Generally, the Indian Pitta prefers broad-leaved deciduous,
and semi-deciduous forests with dense undergrowth, including
moist areas dominated by bamboo, thorny bushes, and scrub
jungle for foraging (Lambert & Woodcock 1996). Its nests
are mostly placed in the forks of the lower branches of trees
(Dharmakumarsinhji 1955; Kala 2008), and also on the ground
in scrub jungle, sheltered under bushes (Ali 1941). Aclutch
comprises four to six eggs; incubation does not exceed three
weeks; and the chicks fledge after fifteen days (Lambert &
Woodcock 1996; Chowdhury et al. 2013). Sexual dimorphism
does not exist in the species except that the width of the coronal
stripe might differ between the sexes (Harper 1903).
Below we present observations made at one nest of the Indian
Pitta.

Study area
This study was carried out in the Benakoyi area near Bhat village
(22.40°N, 73.62°E) in Jambughoda Wildlife Sanctuary, which is
located in the Panchmahal- and Vadodara Districts of Gujarat,
India. Within its two-kilometer radius, the study site had a few
six to ten meter high ‘khair’ Senegalia catechu trees. The larger,
surrounding area was predominantly a tropical dry deciduous
type forest, dominated by bamboo Dendrocalamus strictus,
amala Phyllanthus emblica, and teak Tectona grandis, with plenty
of leaf-litter on the ground. The landscape adjacent to the study
site was undulating and hilly, surrounded by a few ‘rathava-bhil’
tribal dwellings, a check dam on one side, and a natural trail
entering into the dense forest on the other side. The check dam
remains dry year-round, except during the monsoon. The annual
precipitation in the area ranges between 800–1200 mm.

Methodology
The nest of the Indian Pitta was monitored for 20 days, from
02 July to 21 July 2017 by using two automatic motion sensor

cameras: one (stealth cam: STC-DVIRHDS1) fixed exactly opposite
the nesting tree from where the opening of the nest was visible,
and the other (Wildgame innovation 8.0 W8E), on the eastern
side of the nest, focused for aside view. Both the cameras were
fixed at nest level, on trees that were three and three-and-a-half
meters from the nest respectively. The placement of automatic
motion sensor cameras was to observe the activities of the
breeding pair at night and to record feeding frequency during
the day. However, with these cameras we could not identify the
variety of prey brought to the nest by the parents as the prey size
was comparatively small. Hence, direct visual observations were
carried out from the ground, from dawn to dusk, from 30–40 m
using binoculars (Olympus 10x50). Four observers were involved
in the direct visual observations, which included looking out for
activities of birds.
To document the food items brought to the nest, we started
our observations at 0500 hrs, and stopped only at 1930 hrs,
when the parents stopped feeding the chicks. As soon as an adult
arrived with prey, on a nearby tree, we took photographs of the
bird (Canon EOS 80D; Nikon D5000; Sony DSC-HX400V), and
also when the parent approached the nest to feed the hatchlings.
Later, these photographs were critically analysed to identify the
prey (food) that was brought to the nest. The prey items that
inadvertently fell, or which slipped from the adults’ beaks, were
also included in the list. All measurements of an invasive nature,
like the assessment of nesting material, the measurements of
the nest, the height of the nesting tree, the nest’s height above
the ground level, the tree’s girth, etc., were carried out only after
the nesting pair disappeared from the nesting site. To avoid
disturbing the nesting birds we did not measure clutch size, egg
size/weight, or hatchling size/ weight.

Results
On 02 July 2017, while birding in the Banakoyi area we heard calls
of the Indian Pitta. We started following the calls and spotted one
pitta hopping along the ground turning over leaf-litter in search
of its prey. Soon the bird perched on a dry bamboo and after a
few minutes entered into its nest. We began our observations
right away.
Nesting site and nest: The nest was on a small, six-meter tall
khair tree, which had a girth of c. 38 cm [101]. It was situated
three meters above ground level, in the fork of tree’s trunk,
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encircled by a few thin branches [102]. The nesting tree was
located at the edge of a natural trail, which had a check dam on
one side, about 50–60 m away, and dense forest surrounded by
few ‘rathava-bhil’ tribal dwellings on the other side. The nesting
site was dominated by bamboo, amala, teak, and plenty of leaflitter on the ground [103].

Mital Patel
103. Habitat around the nesting tree in the Benakoyi area, Jambughoda WLS, Panchmahal
District, Gujarat.

The nest was a large globular structure with a circular
entrance hole on the side, facing towards the north-east. The
dimensions of the nest were: outer diameter 21 cm, diameter
of nest chamber 15 cm, and nest depth (from entrance to the
bottom of nest) 10 cm. Three distinct layers of nesting materials
were clearly visible: The nest lining comprised fine rootlets, small
twigs, mid ribs of leaves of amala and khair ; this was surrounded
by a lining of large straws of unidentified trees (23–24 cm long),
vanda branches, and one discolored piece of white plastic sheet;
and the outermost part of the nest was covered mostly with
leaves of bamboo, and few leaves of teak, mango Mangifera
indica, karanja Pongamia pinnata, timru Diospyros melanoxylon,
and some unidentified leaves, rootlets, and twigs.

Pics: Kartik Upadhyay & Mital Patel

101. Khair Senegalia catechu, the nesting tree.

102. Nest in the fork of khair tree.

Incubation, eggs and fledglings: On 02 July 2017, when we
first sighted the nest, we realised that the nest building activity
had already been completed and one of the parents was seen in
the nest for most of the time during an entire day’s observation.
It emerged only to feed early in the morning, and in the evening;
once it was seen carrying moist mud, in its beak, to the nest
[104]. On 05 July 2017 there was no activity of the birds around
the nesting tree. Through we observed one bird sitting in the
nest, and presumed it was incubating [105]. The incubating bird
did not leave the nest unless the cattle grazing near the nesting
tree disturbed it. Once disturbed, it took 15–20 min to return
to the nest. This happened twice during our observations. Apart
from this, the bird was never observed to move out of the nest
for feeding at any other time, except early morning and evenings,
nor the counterpart approached the nest to feed the incubating
bird; but called at regular intervals from the dense forest on the
opposite side of nesting tree.
On 10 July 2017, we noticed both parents bringing food to
the nest. Hence we assumed that the eggs had hatched, and
they were now feeding the hatchlings. We were unable to see
the young as they were very small and stayed deep inside the
nest. On 16 July 2017 we were able to observe the bills of the
nestlings, begging for food, whenever a parent approached the
nest with food. We could see three bills, and so presumed that
there were at least three hatchlings in the nest [106, 107]. The
nestlings were very active and opened their bills whenever the
parents approached to feed them. The bills were bright orange at
the tip, with a yellow base. By this time, the chicks’ crowns were
covered with smoky-black down, and their eyes had opened.

104. A parent collecting moist soil for the nest, during the incubation period, ensuring the
maintenance of the nest.

107. An adult feeding the hatchlings; three open beaks are visible.

Rahul Bhatt

Table 1. List of food items fed to chicks by Indian Pitta Pitta brachyura
Animals
Class
Serial No. Common/Species Name
Clitellata
1.
Earth worm (Pheretima sp.)
Diplopoda
2.
Millipede
Chilopoda
3.
Centipede
Insecta
4.
Field Crickets
Invertebrates
Insecta
5.
Grasshoppers
Insecta
6.
Katydids
Insecta
7.
Unidentified Grubs
Insecta
8.
Phyllophaga sp. Grub
Insecta
9.
Unidentified caterpillars
Vertebrates
Amphibians
10.
Unidentified frog species
105. An adult incubating.

Kartik Upadhyay

On 18 July 2017 we spotted five bills! Though we wondered
about the pieces of eggshells in the vicinity of the nest on12–13
July 2017, we got our answer only when we saw the bills of the
hatchlings after six–seven days. All the nestlings remained calm
and silent when the parents were absent from the nest, but as
soon as one of the parents was seen near the nest all became
active and continuously begged for food.

106. Adult arrives with food to the nest.
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Food spectrum: Earthworms (Pheretima sp.) comprised the
major prey in the chicks’ diet, followed by millipedes, gleaned
from the surrounding leaf-litter. The parents brought a total of
ten different types of food items, belonging to four classes of
invertebrates, and one class of vertebrate, for the chicks (Table 1).
Feeding behaviour, feeding frequency, and parental care:
Both parents participated actively in feeding and in taking care
of the chicks. Generally the parents brought food alternately but
sometimes both parents arrived simultaneously, in which case,
one fed the hatchling while the other perched on a nearby branch
of the nesting tree, with food in its bill, and took longer time to
feed the nestlings, i.e., approaching the nest a half hour later. At
times the latter was seen flying off with the meal still in its bill,
without having fed the chicks. Meanwhile, the other parent had
already fed the chicks four to five times. Usually, it is difficult to
differentiate the adult male from the female, but often, both birds
were at the nest together, or soon after one another; enabling us
to tell apart the two individuals on the basis of the blue shoulder
patch, which was longer and continuous in one bird, whereas it
was smaller and discontinuous in the other [108, 109]. However,
it was not possible to differentiate them by gender.
A total of 579 feeding flights of the parents were recorded
within ten days of observation. The first meal brought by the
parent was between 0530 hrs and 0600 hrs whereas the last
meal was brought between 1900 hrs and 1930 hrs. After 1930
hrs there was no activity of the parents or hatchlings. Also,
neither parent was seen in the nest; rather, both stayed outside
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Observation Periods
Number of Feeding Flights

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

05:30-10:30

10:31-14:30
1st-5th Day

14:31-19:30

6th-10th Day

Fig. 1. The pictograph of feeding flight frequency of Indian Pitta P. brachyura in various time
slots of each day during entire observation period.

108. On one parent the turquoise shoulder patch was completely visible.

the young, both parents also participated in nest sanitization, by
removing faecal sacs from the nest; up to 14–15 times per day.
Each sac was deposited 15–20 m north-west of the nesting tree
[111, 112]. Bugs, ants, and other invertebrates made short work
of these faecal sacs [113].

Pics: Kartik Upadhyay & Mital Patel

Predation: On 20 July 2017, at 0354 hrs, the nestlings were
predated by a common palm civet Paradoxurus hermaphroditus,
which destroyed the entire nest, and left it hanging from the
fork of the tree [114]. Later that day, 0558 hrs, one of the
parents approached the nest with food, but could not locate the
nestlings in the nest. Then both the parents approached the nest
simultaneously at 0913 hrs [115]. Such visits, either alternately
or simultaneously, continued till 1715 hrs after which the parents
left the nesting site. Although, there were potential predators like
Crested Serpent Eagle Spilornis cheela, Shikra Accipiter badius,
Large-billed Crow Corvus macrorhynchos, and gray langur
Semnopithecus entellus in the surrounding vicinity of the nesting

109. On the other, it was visible partially, which helped us separate them (but not by sex).

it, perched on nearby trees. On an average, 58 feeding flights
were recorded of both the parents every day, during the entire
observation period. The highest food delivery frequency was
observed between 0630 and 0930 hrs (Fig. 1).
Often, the parents carried three to five earthworms and
millipedes together in their beak, in a single feeding sortie [110].
No sooner a parent had fed the chicks did it drop down to the
ground for further foraging: hopping on the ground, over-turning
the damp leaf-litter in search of earthworms, grubs, small insects,
etc. Before flying to the nest, the parents preferred to perch on
the branches of bamboo, or amala, a meter or two away from
nest. While foraging, if a threat were detected (e.g., from crows, or
treepies), they would emit harsh calls, which were very different
from their usual double whistled ‘wheet-tew’. Apart from feeding

110. An adult Indian Pitta with a beak-full of prey, bound for the nest.
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111. An adult removing a faecal sac from the nest…

114. Common palm civet predating the nest of the Indian Pitta.

112.…and carrying it away from the nest.

115. Both the parents at the nest after the palm civet attack.

tree, they never approached the nest or nesting tree.

Pics: Mital Patel

Discussion & conclusion

113. Faecal sac being consumed by an unidentified arthropod sp.

This nest was observed in July, which falls within the known
nesting period, May–August of the species (Bentham 1922; Field
1922; Ali 1941; Ali 1954; Dharmakumarsinhji 1955; Shull 1962;
Chowdhury et al. 2013). The description of the nest, and its location
also matched that described by Dharmakumarsinhji (1955), who
found the nests placed in the forks of trees in Gir forest, and
Chowdhury et al. (2013), who observed similar placements of
nests in four different species of trees in Bangladesh. Kala (2008)
recorded 29 nests on ten different species of trees in northern
Gujarat with 53% of the nests on palash Butea monosperma.
The nesting material used to construct the nest we observed
matched descriptions in Ali (1941), and Dharmakumarsinhji
(1955), who mention fine twigs, grasses, roots, dry leaves,
etc., being used as nesting material. Chowdhury et al. (2013)
reports the usage of chicken’s feathers in addition to the usual
nesting material. However, we identified a piece of discolored
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white plastic in the middle lining of the nest, which material has
been observed in the nests of other birds, e.g., the Indian Golden
Oriole Oriolus kundoo (Khacher 2000), while Manoj Thaker (per.
comm.) spotted two–three millimeter broad strings of cement
bags in the outer most part of an oriole’s nest near Soma Talav,
Dabhoi Road, Vadodara—suggesting innovations in the selection
of nesting material.
Our assumptions regarding a clutch of five is similar to four–six
eggs in Gir Forest (Dharmakumarsinhji 1955); four in Dehradun
(Bolster 1921; Bentham 1922); five in northern Gujarat (Kala
2008); and six in Bangladesh (Chowdhury et al. 2013). The
colour of the bill of the nestling and the crown are in agreement
to the description of fledglings provided by Dharmakumarsinhji
(1955).
Earlier studies (Ali 1941; Chowdhury et al. 2013) recorded
earthworms, crickets, grubs, and small frogs in the chicks’ diet, but
along with this usual diet we observed millipedes and centipedes
as one of the major components of their diet possibly due to
their abundance in the vicinity of the nesting site.
Though there are records of mynas (Sturnidae), treepies
(Corvidae), crows (Corvidae), Coucals (Cuculidae), and shrikes
(Laniidae) being potential predators of small birds (Bentham
1922), we observed and filmed the nest being predated by a
common palm civet. Civets are known predators of small birds’
nests, but photographic evidence of this behaviour is rare in
published literature, except Maurya et al. (2017) who recorded
it feeding on Red-billed Blue Magpie Urocissa erythrorhyncha
in Valmiki Tiger Reserve, Bihar. The major diet of civets includes
berries, pulpy fruits, leaves of plants, and invertebrates; rarely
are they found feeding on vertebrates like rodents, birds, or
reptiles (Bartels 1964; Chuang & Lee 1997; Mudappa et al.
2010). Though civets are considered highly frugivorous animals,
when ripe fruits are not readily available they shift from fruits to
invertebrate and vertebrates prey (Joshi et al. 1995).
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Oriental Pied Hornbill Anthracoceros albirostris hunts
an adult Common Myna Acridotheres tristis
The Oriental Pied Hornbill Anthracoceros albirostris is a frequent
visitor to the city of Dehradun (30.3165°N, 78.0322°E),
Uttarakhand, which is surrounded by moist deciduous forest. In
large campuses with good green cover, like the Forest Research
Institute (henceforth, FRI) and the Wildlife Institute of India, a few
pairs have been recorded as year-round residents.
On 01 June 2013 at 1500 hrs we saw a flock of adult
Common Mynas Acridotheres tristis perching on a sandalwood
Santalum album tree in the FRI campus. Shortly, a single male
Oriental Pied Hornbill flew into the flock, grabbed a myna by its
neck, and carried it off to another tree. It held the dead myna in
its beak, tossing it and catching it, perhaps trying to align the bird
properly to eat it. This method of feeding was similar to the one
described by Ali & Ripley (1987) for the Malabar Pied Hornbill
A. malabaricus. It struggled with the myna for sometime, but
couldn’t balance it properly, probably due to the weight of the
dead bird in its beak [116]. Eventually, it gave up, and dropping
the myna to the ground, flew off.
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Noteworthy records from Virajpet, Kodagu District,
Karnataka
This note describes four interesting photographic records, made
in February–March 2018, from the outskirts of Virajpet (12.18°N,
75.78°E), Kodagu District, Karnataka.
Lesser Florican Sypheotides indicus: A female was photographed
sitting in a grassy field, and then in flight [117], on 22 February
2018. BM had seen and photographed this species in the
same area six years ago, on 19 March 2012 (Monnappa 2012).
There are no other reports from the district (Betts 1951, 1952;
Narasimhan 2004; Narasimhan pers. comm.). The most recent
record from southern Karnataka was from Bengaluru District in
2012 (Raghavendra 2012).

Akanksha Saxena

Bishan CM

117. Lesser Florican.

116. The male Oriental Pied Hornbill with the Common Myna

The Oriental Pied Hornbill is primarily a frugivore, feeding on wild
berries, figs, and drupes, apart from various insects, centipedes,
millipedes, scorpions, spiders, snails, earthworms, and lizards. It
is also known to occasionally hawk animals in flight, take live fish
from shallow pools, and feed on reptiles, small birds and nestlings
(Primrose 1921; Baker 1927; Ali & Ripley 1987; Poonswad et al.
1986; Arora 2013; Kemp & Boesman 2018). This instance of it
predating on a healthy adult myna seems noteworthy.
We would like to thank all our colleagues at the Wildlife
Institute of India, Dehradun, in motivating us to write this note.

Western Marsh Harrier Circus aeruginosus: A dark morph/
melanistic bird, probably a male, based on smaller size, was seen
on 24 February and photographed [118] on 26 and 27 February
2018. This is a colour aberration, which is occasionally reported
for both sexes of this species, including juveniles (Naoroji 2006;
Orta et al. 2018), and was also photographed recently in Kole
Wetlands, Kerala (Nair 2018, George 2018) on 25 February—just
a day after our sighting.
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Bristled Grassbird Chaetornis striata: A pair of Grassbirds was
seen on 24 February 2018, photographed [119] on 26 February,
and seen on the subsequent day as well. This adds to the recent
knowledge on its wintering status in Karnataka. Other records
are from Dakshin Kannada (Harshith 2016; Kamath 2016;
Viswanathan 2017), Mysuru (Vijayalakshmi 2016), and Belgaum
(Sant 2017).

119. Bristled Grassbird.
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Chestnut-eared Bunting Emberiza fucata: A male, in nonbreeding plumage, was photographed [120] on 17 March 2018.
The bold dark striations on the buffy (vs chestnut) flanks indicate
a wintering E. f. kuatunensis of north-eastern India, rather than the
western Himalayan E. f. arcuate (Rasmussen & Anderton 2012).
Chestnut-eared Bunting is not known south of Rajasthan (Sangha
et al. 2016) except for an isolated record from Alappuzha District,
Kerala, in March 2015 (George 2015). The latter report was not
considered for the state checklist of Kerala, as its provenance
could not be established; buntings are traded in large numbers
and it was suspected that the individual could have also been
an escapee. Another possibility, considered for not including it
then, was the behaviour of reverse migration, where some birds
deviate 180 degrees from their normal migratory route, and
land at a distant site exactly in the opposite direction. These two
March records from southern India indicate a possible straggling
behaviour of this species, in spring, which might bring some
disoriented individuals as far as southern India. This is an addition
to the list of birds of Karnataka (Praveen et al. 2016).

120. Chestnut-eared Bunting.
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Great Crested Grebe Podiceps cristatus in
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu
I frequently birdwatch at Koltheri Lake (10.96°N, 76.74°E), near
Semmedu village, in the Velliangiri foothills, Coimbatore District,
as I live near it. On 28 November 2017, I visited the lake at 1130
hrs. It had been de-silted lately and the water level kept high, as
a result of which, the numbers of waders and other waterbirds
was low.
While walking along the embankment, towards the centre
of the lake, I saw a rather different looking bird taking off and
circling the lake before landing on the other end of the lake. In
flight, I noticed that it had a white underbelly and a peculiarly
shaped head, and bill; which made me I ruled out the Indian
Spot-billed Duck Anas poecilorhyncha, or a wader. Luckily, after
some time, the bird came close to my end of the lake and I
could take its photograph, using my binoculars as a tele-lens.
The images were sent to Pramod Padmanabhan at the Sálim
Ali Center for Ornithology and Natural History (SACON), and to
other birding friends. Meanwhile I was perusing illustrations in
bird books, and could guess that the mystery bird might have
been a Great Crested Grebe Podiceps cristatus. Other birders
also arrived at the same conclusion and they came to the lake to
take good photographs, and confirm its presence [121]. During
four hours we spent observing it, we watched it rising pretty high
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on thermals, and then returning to the lake. It did this a couple
of times.

121. Great Crested Grebe at Koltheri Lake, Coimbatore.

122. Horned Grebe at Dighal, Haryana 2017.

Though the species is regular to northern India (eBird 2018),
apart from a sporadic sight record from Goa (Lainer & Alvares
2013; Baidya & Bhagat 2018), there are no other records from
most of southern India. But is is now a fairly regular bird in northeastern Andhra Pradesh, with several recent records (Taher
2016).

The birds were bold, mainly feeding with Little Grebe, but
preferred to stay near banks, and catch single, small fish by
diving. Each dive lasted c. 15–20 sec., with the birds surfacing
five to eight meters away from their diving point. Upon emerging,
the birds would swallow their prey. Only three birds, of the six
seen originally, remained at the pond; while the remaining three
were not seen after the first day. From 31 December 2017, only
a single bird was sighted until 06 January 2018. Two birds were
discovered on 07 January 2018 in Ballab Village, Rohtak District,
c. 15 km from Dighal on. These were last seen on 27 January
2018. The movement of the birds seemed to be related to the
water levels in the village ponds.
The Horned Grebe is listed as Vulnerable under the IUCN
Red List of Threatened Species (BirdLife International 2016), and
is a winter vagrant to India (Rasmussen & Anderton 2012). This
is only the third record of this species from India and the first for
the state of Haryana. Past records are from the Kosi River near
Ramnagar (29.38°N, 79.13°E), Uttarakhand, on 28 December
1993, and from Harike (31.15°N, 74.97°E), Punjab, during 01–
04 February 2001 (Praveen et al., 2014). A more recent record
from the Indian Subcontinent is of two individuals sighted on
14 December 2016 by Imran Shah at Borit Lake, Gilgit-Baltistan,
Pakistan-administered Kashmir (Shah 2016).
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Horned Grebe Podiceps auritus at Dighal, Haryana,
India
On the evening of 14 December 2017, while checking upon
the arrival of flamingos (Phoenicopteridae) in Dighal (28.75°N,
76.63°E), Haryana, I spotted six small grebes that looked different
from the commonly seen Little Grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis.
These birds had a black cap that came to just below their eye,
pale lores, grey sides of neck, dark-grey upperparts, white chin,
throat, and sides of upper neck, with the white area on the face
being well demarcated from the dark cap; and a dark-grey beak.
From a distance I managed to click a few pictures with my pointand-shoot zoom camera, in fading light. I thought they were the
rare Black-necked Grebe Podiceps nigricollis; happy that I had
bagged a lifer.
Later, I shared the images on social media, and with help from
other birders, concluded that the birds were the vagrant Horned
Grebe P. auratus, in non-breeding plumage [122]. A closer look
at the images showed that in their non-breeding plumage, the
birds differed from the similar looking Black-necked Grebe in
having almost all-white ear-coverts, heavier, and straighter bill,
and flat crown. Next day I managed to show the birds to Abhinav
Chaudhary, and Manoj Sharma, who took conclusive images of
the birds.
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Additions to the birds of prey of Great Nicobar Island,
the Andaman & Nicobar archipelago, India
From 09–19 April 2018, we were on a birding trip on Great
Nicobar Island. During this period, we recorded three species,
which had hitherto been unreported by earlier workers, though
none of them was unexpected.
Jerdon’s Baza Aviceda jerdoni: While birding late in the morning
on the East–West Road at Campbell Bay (6.98°N, 93.87°E) on
13 April, we saw a largish raptor heading towards us. Through
binoculars, we identified it as a Jerdon’s Baza. After it came close
to the valley, it indulged in a display flight where the bird soared
in to the air vertically and dived down at a steep angle. This
display flight lasted for over a minute and then the bird dived
far away from us and disappeared [123]. It has recently reported
from Great Nicobar in February–March 2016 (Sivaperuman &
Gokulakrishnan 2017), though no photographs accompanied
their note.

Japanese Sparrowhawk Accipiter gularis: While birding at
0800hrs on the East–West Road, Campbell Bay, on 11 April,
near Birdwatchers’ Point (6.98°N, 93.87°E), we saw an Accipiter
circling in the sky; It quickly gained height before disappearing.
Possible species are Besra A. virgatus, Chinese Sparrowhawk
A. soloensis, Eurasian Sparrowhawk A. nisus, and Japanese
Sparrowhawk. From the image [125], we identified it as a
Japanese Sparrowhawk based on a faint median stripe (bolder
in Besra), longer and less round wings than Besra with uniform
barring on underparts (Besra has wider barring with few streaks
on upperparts), and shorter tail than all other Accipiters. The
Eurasian Sparrowhawk has five splayed primaries (four in this
case) while a Chinese Sparrowhawk will have all dark primaries,
unlike this bird. Additionally, it is a female, based on yellow
(vs dark red in male) eyes. Nirav Bhat and Pranay Rao Juwadi
subsequently confirmed this. The Japanese Sparrowhawk has
been reported from Kamorta Island, in the Nicobar group of
islands (Mees 1981; Subramaniam & Subramaniam 2014); the
first one being the only specimen from Nicobar Island, collected
by Humayun Abdulali (Abdulali 1967), which must be the source
for Rasmussen & Anderton’s (2012) ‘Nicobars’. Earlier breeding
reports of this species from the Nicobars (Ali & Ripley 1987) are
now believed to be those of the Besra A. virgatus (Mees 1981;
Rasmussen & Anderton 2012). This appears to be the first report
for Great Nicobar Island.

All: Niranjan Sant

123. Jerdon’s Baza, Campbell Bay, Great Nicobar Island.

Black Baza Aviceda leuphotes: On 14 April, near Gandhi Nagar
(06.93°N, 93.88°E), Campbell Bay, we saw a Black Baza taking
short flights, circling above the canopy, before diving down
and catching some prey. We could not identify the prey. Pied
Imperial Pigeons Ducula bicolor and Asian Glossy Starlings
Aplonis panayensis mobbed the baza, and after few minutes it
disappeared into the thick forest [124]. Though the species has
been reported from the Andaman Islands, there appears to be
no report of this species from the Nicobar group of islands except
that of Bhatia (2015), who reported one ‘in flight.’

125. Japanese Sparrowhawk, Campbell Bay, Great Nicobar Island.
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‘White-cheeked’ Ashy Drongo Dicrurus leucophaeus
salangensis in central India
15 May 2018 was a hot day (43ºC), and while birding at 1700
hrs we noticed a medium-sized bird perched on an arjun tree
Terminalia arjuna that was growing on the banks of a dry stream
known as Narrai Nullah (23.01ºN, 79.98ºE), in Barha Reserve
Forest, Mandla District, Madhya Pradesh. The bird descended to
the ground and remained there for a while before joining other
species—Asian Emerald Dove Chalcophaps indica, Orangeheaded Thrush Geokichla citrina, and Ashy Drongo Dicrurus
leucophaeus—to drink from a waterhole.
We could not identify the bird then, but managed to click
some photographs and take a short video clip too (https://www.
hbw.com/ibc/video/white-cheeked-ashy-drongo).
Later, we identified the bird as a ‘White-cheeked’ Ashy Drongo
Dicrurus leucophaeus salangensis based upon the following
pointers: It was shaped like a typical drongo (Dicruridae). It had
a deeply forked tail, and short legs. It was much paler than a
‘normal’ Ashy Drongo, and had a crimson iris, and white lores
and ear coverts [126]. The latter contrasted with the remaining,
greyer plumage, making it quite distinct from leucogenis. Also,
its underwing coverts were white-tipped, and are clearly visible
in the photograph [127], identifying it as salangensis, and
distinguishing it from the other races in the D. l. innexus group
(Rocamora & Yeatman-Berthelot 2018).

salangensis from the Indian mainland dates back to a specimen
collected on 20 January 1936 in Chizami (Khezabama), Nagaland,
which is now housed in the collection of the Zoological Survey of
India, Kolkata (#29558; Das 1966). As mentioned in a footnote
by Das (1966), Biswamoy Biswas had examined this specimen
and identified it as salangensis, though these details were not
published. In 2011, Srikumar Bose photographed a bird in the
Indian Botanic Garden, Howrah, West Bengal, which is listed
as salangensis (Bose 2011). However, either salangensis, or
leucogenis have been regularly reported from the Andaman Islands
from the nineteenth century until this year. Captain Wimberley sent
one bird from the Andaman Islands, and A. O. Hume identified it
as leucogenys [=leucogenis] (Hume 1874, 1876). However, this
record appeared under salangensis in Ali & Ripley (1987), which
anomaly was flagged by Abdulali (1976) while reporting the male
leucogenys [=leucogenis] he had collected in Narcondam Island in
March 1972. [In the second edition of the ‘Handbook’, Ali & Ripley
(1987) emended this error.] Abdulali also reported seeing several
other leucogenis during his survey of that island. In recent years,
birds that may belong to either of these races—clustered under
the subspecies group ‘Ashy Drongo (Chinese White-faced)’ in
eBird—have been sighted (and reported), or photographed in the
Andaman Islands (D’Silva 2014; Kumar 2016a, 2016b; Parashar
2017; Sawant 2017; Vel 2018). None of these photographs show
the underwing coverts, though all observers, except Parashar
(2017), claimed salangensis without providing any reasons for
eliminating leucogenis, even though the latter has been collected,
at least twice, from the isles. Rasmussen & Anderton (2012)
were non-committal on the status of either of these races in the
Andaman Islands, treating both of them as ‘vagrants’.
It is of great interest that a bird of this vagrant race has been
photographed so far westward of its regular range, in central India.
We would like to thank Dilip Katiyar, Jagatjot Singh Flora,
Jagdish Jatiya, Puneet Handa, Prayut Mandal, Aamir Nasirabadi,
and Vijay Singh Yadav for their guidance, in identifying the bird, and
encouraging us to write this note. We retrieved relevant literature
from the online ‘Bibliography of South Asian Ornithology’ (Pittie
2018).
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126. White-cheeked Ashy Drongo showing its white lores and ear coverts.

127. The white-tipped underwing coverts of the White-cheeked Ashy Drongo are clearly visible.

The Ashy Drongo is a winter visitor (Grimmett et al. 2011)
to central India, but this is the first time that a race other than D.
l. longicaudatus was recorded here. The first definitive record of
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Vivid Niltava Niltava vivida in the Mishmi Hills,
Arunachal Pradesh
On 21 May 2018 we were birding in the Mishmi Hills. At 1120 hrs,
at a locality named ‘Sixty-Five’ (28.28°N, 95.88°E), RM spotted a
bird that resembled a Rufous-bellied Niltava Niltava sundara; it
was perched high on the tallest tree and singing repeatedly. The
Rufous-bellied Niltava is commonly found in the hills, and RK, SB,
and MMB thought that it was the same species they were seeing.
But RM insisted that it was a Vivid Niltava N. vivida; he thought so
because it perched differently, and had a different song from the
Rufous-bellied Niltava. The song of the mystery bird comprised
four syllables of mellow whistles, whereas that of a Rufous-bellied
Niltava included a hard ‘tic’, a thin ‘see’, and a low, soft ‘cha cha’.
RM recorded the song of the unidentified bird on his mobile and
played it back. The bird responded immediately by approaching
closer and moving and perching on nearby trees, and overhead
electricity transmission cables, continuously singing its melodious
song. All of us photographed it for nearly 30 mins [128]; it did
not seem to be bothered by our presence. From the photographs
we could clinch its identification as a Vivid Niltava, based upon
the fact that the orange of the breast extending as a wedge onto
its lower throat.

Since a wild male Vivid Niltava had never been photographed
in the Indian Subcontinent, we posted photos on the ‘Indian
Birds’ forum on Facebook, where Tim Inskipp confirmed our
identification. Tim helped us list the historical records of the
species from Arunachal Pradesh.
•
Single males collected on 06 & 09 May 1938 at Lhalung,
West Siang District by Ludlow & Kinnear (1944).
•
Singh (1995) reported it from Milinja, Anjaw District, and the
Thingbu track, Tawang District, but without any details.
•
A female was photographed at Eaglenest Wildlife Sanctuary
in December 2004, but the photographs were fuzzy
(Athreya 2004, 2005).
•
Bray et al. (2007) reported one from Lama Camp, Eaglenest,
on 21 January 2007, but without any details.
•
Weiss (2016) reported a male at Mehao Wildlife Sanctuary,
Lower Dibang Valley District, on 29 December 2016, noting,
“Rufous patch on black throat (connected with rufous
underparts).” The picture, was taken by Rofikul Islam, but
was not uploaded along with the checklist.
Rasmussen & Anderton (2012) listed it as a winter visitor,
perhaps resident, as only from eastern Manipur and Mizo
[=Lushai] Hills (UMMZ # 189882-85, April specimens), with
one specimen in February (UMMZ # 189886) ) from Khasi Hills;
the specimen numbers and collection dates were obtained from
http://portal.vertnet.org. Chatterjee (2016) photographed the
female of the species in the Mizo Hills in January 2016. Ours was
a late spring record, and so we thought that it could have been
a passage migrant to northern latitudes. Based on our sighting,
Anudyuti Mukherjee and Binanda Hatiboruah went to search
for the bird, at the same locality, in June 2018—and were able
to photograph it (Hatiboruah 2018)! Hence, the bird could be
breeding in that site.
We are grateful to Tim Inskipp for confirming the species and
providing historical records from Arunachal Pradesh. We used
Vertnet, Oriental Bird Images, Surfbirds, Facebook, and eBird for
searching historical records.
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White-naped Tit Machlolophus nuchalis in Haryana
The White-naped Tit Machlolophus nuchalis is an Indian endemic
with two disjunct populations in India. One is found in the states
of Gujarat, and Rajasthan in north-western India, and the other,
in the Eastern Ghats of southern India (Rasmussen & Anderton
2012). It is a rare species, and is patchily distributed in a few
locations. It is associated with thorn forest, and dry scrubland
habitats. It is suspected to be declining rapidly, as a result of the
loss and degradation of its habitat, and hence has been listed
as ‘Vulnerable’ under the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species
(BirdLife International 2017).
Two of us, RA, and SD, while birding on the morning of 09
October 2016, in Manethi village (28.16°N, 76.38°E), Rewari
District, on the way to Narnaul, spotted a bird that we thought
was a Cinereous Tit Parus cinereus. But on closer observation,
we noticed its black mantle, and wing coverts with white wing
patches. Based on these features, and on the striking white
nuchal patch, we identified the bird as a White-naped Tit. Around
noon we recorded, and photographed, a single bird, which was
followed by another bird after some time. When we visited the
area after three days, we failed to locate the birds.
A second sighting of a single bird was on 14 February 2017,
c. 50 km from Manethi, in Madhogadh village, Mahendergarh
District (28.31°N, 76.03°E), by RA and Satish Kumar. It was on
an acacia tree, in similar habitat, of thorny scrub forest, as the
earlier bird.
On 16 July 2017, RA, CS, Satish Kumar, and Harvinder Singh
saw seven birds near Manethi village. Just as we entered the
scrub forest, we heard the call of the bird, and then a pair was
seen in the acacia trees. The birds were singing from the top of
the trees and, in between bouts of song, gleaning caterpillars
from the trees. One of the birds caught a caterpillar but did not
swallow it. It held it in its beak, and then flew away with it. So
we presumed that it might be nesting and feeding chicks. We
observed and photographed the birds [129] for about 15 min.
After 30 min we came across five more White-naped Tits flitting
on acacia, Salvadora persica, and S. oleoides. We observed them
for five minutes before they flew away. We also watched Whitebellied Minivet P. erythropygius, which are associated with the
same habitat.

Table 1. Observation records of White-naped Tit from Haryana
Date

Location

GPS coordinates

Number of
Individuals
observed

09 October 2016 Manethi, Rewari District

28.16°N, 76.38°E

2

14 February
2017

Madhogadh, Mahendergadh
District

28.31°N, 76.03°E

1

16 July 2017

Manethi, Rewari District

28.16°N, 76.38°E

7

130. Habitat of White-naped Tit in Haryana. Pic: Rakesh Ahlawat

The threats this species faces, elsewhere in its range (Tiwari
2001, Trivedi 2009), including cutting of tropical thorn-scrub
forest for fuelwood and illegal charcoal making, clearance for
agricultural land and settlement construction, and over-grazing,
are also prevalent in Haryana. The White-naped Tit nests in cavities
in old trees, a rare commodity, as most of them have been felled.
The spread of non-native shrubs like Prosopis glandulosa and
P. chilensis is also detrimental to the dry thorn-scrub. Proposed
cement factories, stone quarrying, and a proposed medical
establishment in Manethi village, threaten the remaining suitable
habitat, all of which may prove detrimental for this bird.
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129. White-naped Tit. Photo by: Chetna Sharma

As Rewari and Mahendergarh districts are south-western
districts of Haryana, bordering Rajasthan, and have the same
habitat of dry thorny scrub forest seen in Rajasthan, it is not
surprising that we found the White-naped Tit in Haryana. Haryana
is poorly studied ornithologically, but records of such healthy
numbers, indicate the importance of its habitat for the species
(Table 1; 130).
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Indian Skimmer Rynchops albicollis in Jawai Dam,
Pali District, western Rajasthan

Kapish Rai

On 18 March 2018 we photographed a pair of Indian Skimmer
Rynchops albicollis at Jawai Dam (25.03ºN, 73.09ºE), Pali
District, Rajasthan [131]. A globally ‘Vulnerable’ species, it is well
known from the Chambal Valley in eastern Rajasthan. There are
no reports of the Indian Skimmer, from the recent past, from
western Rajasthan, which is much more arid than the Chambal
Valley (Rahmani 2012). The species has been collected once in
Dangiwas, Jodhpur District on 10 August 1966 by R. N. Bhargava
(Majumdar & Roy 1994), and reported from Jor Beed, Bikaner
District in March 1993 (Sangha 1998). Two nineteenth century
reports of four birds exist, one from Abu Lake, Sirohi District,
which is further southwards, another from Udaipur (BirdLife
International 2001)—but these areas are more humid than Pali
District.

Krishnapal Parangi

132. Spot-bellied Eagle Owl in Pench National Park.

131. Indian Skimmer in Pali District, western Rajasthan.
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Spot bellied Eagle Owl Bubo nipalensis in Vidarbha
region, Maharashtra, India
During safari drive on 25 May 2018, from Khubada Gate (21.52°N,
79.03°E), Saleghat, in Pench National Park, Maharashtra, I saw
two owls flying at 1756 hrs. As they had a large wingspan, I
waited there to identify them; surprisingly they turned out to be
Spot-bellied Eagle Owls Bubo nipalensis. One of them perched
on a branch, and I photographed it [132].

The Spot-bellied Eagle Owl is well known from the Western
Ghats south of Goa, the southern Eastern Ghats (Whistler
& Kinnear 1935), and forests at the base of the Himalayas,
from Uttarakhand up to north-eastern India (Ali & Ripley 1987;
Rasmussen & Anderton 2012). The species is rare in western
Maharashtra: a historical report from Pune (Prasad 2006), with
no further details, and a recent report from Sindhudurg District
(eBird 2018), not far from the Goa border, where it is expected
(Lainer 2004). It has, however, been recently reported from
central India: from the adjoining part of Pench Tiger Reserve in
Madhya Pradesh (Jayapal et al. 2005, Majumdar et al. 2011),
Bori Wildlife Sanctuary (Jayapal et al. 2005), and from Kanha
National Park (D’Cunha & Ali 2001; Deshmukh 2008). Several
photographic records have also been uploaded on eBird (2018).
Though it has never been reported from the Vidharbha region
of Maharashtra, its presence in the Khubada Gate area is not
surprising, given its status on the other side of the state border (in
Madhya Pradesh). It has also been reported from the northern
parts of the Eastern Ghats of Andhra Pradesh (Srinivasan
2013), and from Nallamala Hills, in the central Eastern Ghats
in Nagarkurnool District, Telangana (eBird 2018). It would be
worth investigating whether the species is present in the forests
of Gadchiroli, Indravati, and Kanger Ghati, between the central
Indian population and the one in the northern Eastern Ghats.
I retrieved relevant literature from the online ‘Bibliography of
South Asian Ornithology’ (Pittie 2018).
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Karnataka checklist: Corrections and additions
Praveen et al. (2016) compiled a list of 531 species of birds
for the state of Karnataka. The evidence presented by them has
undergone a wider review since then. Simultaneously, birders
have been actively documenting more bird species in the state.
Below is an update of additions and corrections to that list.
Common Shelduck Tadorna tadorna: This species was
conclusively photographed at Shettikeri Tank, Gadag District
(Tamiliniyan et al. 2018).

Pacific (Blyth’s) Swift Apus pacificus leuconyx: This species was
included purely on sight records, but Harshith J. V., Vinay K. L., and
Dwiref Oza, along with other Manipal birders photographed one
on 05 February 2017 at Hegra, Udupi District (Harshith 2017).
Common Swift Apus apus: One of the two birds seen along with
Little Swifts A. affinis that Ramit Singal, Ashwin Viswanathan, and
Vrinda Lath photographed in Shantinagar, Udupi District on 02
December 2017 (Singal 2017).
Blue-cheeked Bee-eater Merops persicus: Vinay K L, Gururaj
Moorching, and Vasudev Prasad photographed a flock of three
birds on 26 May 2018 at Kenjar Wetlands, Mangalore (Vinay
2018); subsequently seen by others that evening.
Red-naped Shaheen Falco peregrinus babylonicus: This
subspecies of Peregrine Falcon has been conclusively photodocumented in Belgaum (Sant & Shelke 2018).
Chestnut-eared Bunting Emberiza fucata kuatunensis: Bishan
C. Monnappa and Santhosh Kumar P. A. photographed male in
non-breeding plumage on 17 March 2018 in Virajpet, Kodagu
(Monnappa & Kumar 2018). A prior record from Kerala (George
2015), earlier considered of unknown origin, is now accepted
as supporting this observation, as both these southern Indian
records are from March.

Lesser Flamingo Phoeniconaias minor: It was added based
on field notes provided in a sight record from 1996. However,
more field notes available from other observers (Prasad 1996)
have been uploaded on eBird. The eBird editors’ team retained
this record as unconfirmed as the notes do not conclusively
eliminate a juvenile Greater Flamingo P. roseus. Hence, a
record that is in review cannot stand as the only evidence for
its occurrence in the state. Hence this species is deleted from
the state checklist.

Little Bunting Emberiza pusilla: Adithya Bhat, Arun Prabhu,
and Sahana M conclusively photo-documented this bird in the
Barkur Wetlands, Udupi (Sahana 2018); now added to the state
checklist.

Cinereous Vulture Aegypius monachus: This species was
included purely on sight records, but Biddappa P. A. has since
photographed it conclusively in Nagarhole National Park in
December 2016 (Biddappa 2017).

White-headed Yellow Wagtail Motacilla flava leucocephala:
Mohit
Aggarwal
conclusively
photo-documented
this
subspecies of the Western Yellow Wagtail in Hoskote, Bengaluru
(Aggarwal 2017), as did several others later; now added to the
checklist.

Crab-Plover Dromas ardeola: Roshan Kamath photographed a
sub-adult in Chitrapu Estuary, Dakshin Kannada District on 14
December 2017 (Kamath 2017). Several other birders saw it
subsequently in the same location. Birders reported another bird
from the Kundapura-Gangoli Estuary in April–May 2018.
Great Eared-Nightjar Lyncornis macrotis: Included in the state
checklist mainly based on aural evidence from the Western
Ghats. However, this has been questioned, and rejected,
as its vocalization could be confused with that of a Sri Lanka
Frogmouth Batrachostomus moniliger (Praveen & Baidya 2018).
This species stands deleted from the state checklist.
Himalayan Cuckoo Cuculus optatus: Included based on a
photograph from Ganeshgudi by Niranjan Sant in Oriental Bird
Images (Sant 2010), which has since been correctly identified,
and relabeled, as a Eurasian Cuckoo C. canorus. Unbarred rump,
visible in these photographs, is considered diagnostic for the
latter, and strong evidence to eliminate a Himalayan Cuckoo. This
species stands deleted from the state checklist.

Yellow-headed Yellow Wagtail Motacilla flava lutea:
Sivaguru Nupuran conclusively photo-documented this
subspecies of the Western Yellow Wagtail in Hoskote, Bengaluru
(Nupuran 2018).

Spotted Flycatcher Muscicapa striata: Abhishek Maiya, G. Kanaka,
Mohith Shenoy, and Vrinda Lath conclusively photographed
this species in Manipal, Dakshin Kannada (Maiya 2017). Other
birders also photographed it on subsequent days; it is now added
to the state checklist.
With this update, three species have been deleted from
the state checklist and seven added to it. This increases the
total number of species in the Karnataka checklist to 535.
Most of the documentation of the state’s birds has moved to
eBird, where 511 (496 in 2016) species have been reported,
of which 503 (446 in 2016) have media documentation. The
following three birds find a place in the state checklist purely
based on sight records: Hen Harrier Circus cyaneus, Dollarbird
Eurystomus orientalis, and Grey-throated Martin Riparia
chinensis. Though the taxonomic update of 2018 (Praveen et al.
2018) elevated a number of subspecies, found in the country, to
species level, this does not impact the number of species found
in Karnataka.
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Letters to the Editor
Red-tailed Wheatears in the Delhi National Capital
Region (NCR)

S. Subramanya

In the ‘Snapshots’ column of Indian BIRDS (Vol. 14 No 3),
Mohit Mehta and Piyush Dogra describe a recent sighting of a
Red-tailed Wheatear Oenanthe chrysopygia from Jhanjharola
village, Gurugoan (Mehta & Dogra 2018)—although, for some
reason, Sultanpur appears in the title. The note implies this is
the first record, since the 1920s, for the National Capital Region
(henceforth, NCR). Although Harvey et al. (2006) are quoted
regarding the pre-1920s records, their preceding sentences
state, ‘This local wheatear appears to be a rare winter visitor with
recent mid-winter records from the dry, rocky country around
Badhkal and Surajkund and also near Sultanpur and Bhindawas.’
These locations are all in the NCR, and the records were in
the period 2000–2006, when the Red-tailed Wheatear was
generally considered conspecific with the Rufous-tailed Wheatear
O. xanthoprymna, and is so named in Harvey et al. (2006); a
species now considered extralimital, occurring no closer to India
than western Iran. There is one other published record of 1977,
from Sultanpur (Sridharan & Bikhchandani 1981). During 2006–
2017, there was at least one more photographic record of the
Red-tailed Wheatear from the Sultanpur flats in April 2008 (Arya
2008).
For readers elsewhere, perhaps these terms need clarification.
The “National Capital Region” or NCR is distinct from the
“National Capital Territory”—as the former Union Territory of Delhi
was renamed, under the Constitution (Sixty-ninth Amendment)
Act, 1991—is the official term for a rather large area comprising
up to 24 districts in the States of Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana,
and Rajasthan: extending as far northward as Karnal; westward
to Jind, Bhiwani, Rewari, and Mahendranagar (all in Haryana);
eastward to Meerut, Hapur, and Bulandshahr in Uttar Pradesh;
and southward to Alwar and Bharatpur in Rajasthan—a total of
a little under 60,000 sq km and over 54 million people (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.  National Capital Region. The red spot indicates the Jhanjharola location of the
Red-tailed Wheatear.

NCR was originally conceived under the National Capital
Region Planning Board Act, 1985, as an instrument for
harmonised economic planning and infrastructure development
for the region around the national capital. A NCR Planning Board
oversees coordination on a regional scale (including matters
relating to water, environment, and tourism).
To add to the confusion, there is also the concept of a
“Central NCR” or “Delhi Metropolitan Area”, which is the largely
urbanised conglomeration of Delhi itself and its adjacent satellite
towns of Noida, Ghaziabad, Faridabad, Gurgaon, Bahadurgarh,
and Sonipat, covering about 2000 sq km in addition to the 1483
sq km of Delhi State.
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In Harvey et al. (2006), and other books and studies of the
birds of the ‘Delhi area’, such as Frome (1948a,b), Hutson (1954),
or Ganguli (1975), the areas considered were typically within a 50
km radius around New Delhi (in earlier works), or 100 km in more
recent ones (areas that can be covered in a day trip from the heart
of Delhi). This would about cover the ‘Delhi Metropolitan Area’
plus a bit more of the rural countryside (in Uttar Pradesh, and the
Haryana districts of Rohtak, Jhajjar, Mewat, and Rewari), but would
fall very far short of the boundaries of NCR.
Hence, the pre-1920s sightings reported by Usha Ganguli
remain the only reported sightings from the National Capital
Territory (Delhi State), while there are several more records from
the National Capital Region (NCR).
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On Red-necked Falcon Falco chicquera building its
own nest, in Mori (2018)
In a recent note published by Mori (2018), I was surprised to read
about a pair of Red-necked Falcons Falco chicquera that were
“observed bringing nesting material to the nest” while nesting on
a 70 m electricity pylon near the Chotila village in Surendranagar,
Gujarat. Falcons in general, and this species in particular, are not
known to build their own nests.
Details of Red-necked Falcons using the nests of other
birds are available. The nest of a Red-necked Falcon pair that I
studied in Bengaluru during 1978–1979, belonged to a Largebilled Crow Corvus macrorhynchos (Subramanya 1979, 1983).
Naoroji (2011) mentioned that two nests used by the species
close to Jasdan town, in the Saurashtra peninsula of Gujarat,
belonged to a House Crow C. splendens, and a Shikra Accipiter
badius, respectively. In the Kafue Flats floodplains of Zambia, 18
nests of Red-necked Falcons F. c. ruficollis that Osborne (1981)
observed, consisted of old nests constructed by Pied Crows C.
albus in Acacia albida; seven additional nests were in the natural
depressions of frond bases, on the leeward side of Borassus
palms, where no nest construction was needed; two were in
nests constructed by African Fish Eagles Haliaeetus vocifer; and
one was in a natural bowl of an A. albida. In subsequent years,
the falcons re-laid in their old nests four times, changing to a new

crow’s nest twice, from a crow’s nest to a depression in palm site
once, and from a depression in palm site to a crow’s nest once.
Records of falcons occupying the nests of other birds that
have similar nesting site requirements exist (Bent 1938: 21–
22, 96, 102). Brown & Amadon (1968) clearly indicated the
lack of a nest-building instinct among falcons. Further, Naoroji
(2006) stated that F. chicquera does not build its own nest, while
Rasmussen & Anderton (2012) reaffirmed these observations by
stating that the species breeds in old crow or kite nests. Kemp et
al. (2018) state the same for Red-necked Falcon, and del Hoyo
et al. (2018) do so for the African ruficollis, which is accorded
species status in their taxonomy.
Thus, using the nests of other birds appears to be a general
`rule’ among Red-necked Falcons. I think that the nest in the
photographs in Mori (2018), is that of either a kite, or an eagle; it
is too large a structure, requiring more effort than the species in
question would expend. Also, in the two years that Subramanya
(1983) observed the nests of the species in Bengaluru, the
nesting pair did not bring a single twig, or any nest material to
the nest.
In light of these observations, it would be interesting to obtain
additional information on the nest-building activity of the pair of
Red-necked Falcons observed by Mori (2018). Also, it would be
useful to know if he photographed the birds in the act of bringing
nest material, or made further observations on this hitherto
unrecorded nest-building behaviour of this species.
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